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FOR THE LAWYERS...
This publication, in its entirety is an original work and protected under International Copyright
Laws.  (C) 2005, 2006, & 2008. All Rights Reserved by Jeffrey M. Miller and Warrior Concepts
International.  Copying, reproduction, storage, or transmission of any kind or in any format,
known or yet to be created, is strictly prohibited without the expressed written consent of the
author and copyright holders.

BAD GUY STATEMENT...

Please note that I believe that well over 90 percent of my clients and students are honest, loyal,
people who respect the property of others.  However, I have to put this here for the other 10%
who might think that the rules don’t apply to them.  So, to all of you “bad guys” (and “girls”) out
there who either don’t understand or don’t care about the above statement...

TAKE NOTE!

I have worked long and hard to study, learn, test, perfect, and communicate the information
contained in this program.  I have gone to great lengths to develop it in the form presented.
And, I regularly check on my work to see who is offering it to the world.  For those of you who
feel the need to steal the works of others (copying and distributing to others whether for a fee to
strangers or in the form of a gift to your friends who don’t like to pay for things of value IS
stealing), know this...

... If, either in the course of my routine checking on and off the internet or in the event that
someone else brings to my attention that you have violated my rights in regards to this work, I
will promptly contact my attorney and have him hunt you down and bring suit against you.
That’s what I pay him for and he is VERY good at it.

In short...

THIS program and others like it are how I support myself and my family in the world.  It is also
how I give back to the world by helping others with my knowledge and skills.  If you take that
away from me, I will defend myself with every tool that I have.  That’s what I do and I am VERY
good at it.
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Introduction
Hi.  My name is Jeffrey Miller and...

...I teach people how to NOT die!

How’s that for an introduction?  Direct, I know, but, it’s true.

It’s what I do.

I am not, like most other martial arts instructors and
self-defense teachers, someone who teaches typical defensive
tactics or karate classes.  What are typical self-defense or
karate classes?  I’ll tell you in this book.

I’ll also tell you why I believe most martial arts and self-defense programs to be incapable of
teaching you how to defend yourself in a violent situation.  It’s not that the arts themselves or
the techniques being taught are necessarily wrong, but rather the translation and transmission
of the information by ill-informed or unqualified teachers.

In fact, I’m going to share with you the information, knowledge, and understanding that I’ve
gained in the area of self-protection over the past three decades that, quite frankly, are missing
or only hinted at in just about every other class or program being offered.  After reading this
book, you’ll be armed with the knowledge and information necessary for properly evaluating and
selecting the right training program in order to insure your safety in this often dangerous world.

But first, let me tell you a little bit about myself, my background, and why I’m more than
qualified to help you to survive a dangerous situation against a brutal assailant.  The most
important thing you need to know is that I am not a...

...”ME TOO” type of person.  I question EVERYTHING.

I am a former federal police officer, body guard, and investigator.  I have trained, and trained
with, both civilian and military police units both here in the United States, in Canada, South
Korea, and Germany as well.

My law enforcement and security background includes both uniformed police work as well
as undercover assignments in drug and black market suppression.  Most of this experience was
with the United States Army as a military police investigator.  I have worked with local, state,
and federal law enforcers here in America as well as with those in Germany and South Korea.

In both the military and civilian realms, I have served as a personal protection agent or
bodyguard.  In this capacity, I have been assigned to protect such dignitaries as a former US
Secretary of Defense, several Tibetan Buddhist teachers traveling within the United States (and
not receiving protection from our government because of it’s ties to the country who is
decimating the country of Tibet), the Commanding General during operation Urgent Fury in
Grenada, and...
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...several members of the Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders.

Please note that I am not telling you these things to impress you, but rather to impress
UPON you that I have something that most self-defense and martial arts instructors lack.  And
that single, most important thing - that all-to-often missing element that results in many good,
well-intentioned people who put their lives and safety in the hands of one of the countless
wanna-be masters out there - that crucial piece that separates the true experts from those who
are teaching “tricks” and step-by-step martial arts is...

...EXPERIENCE.

My background in the martial arts generally, and self-defense specifically, began when I was
a child growing up in the inner-city schools of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  I was one of those kids
that, for one reason or another, was the target of every bully that needed a notch in his lunch
box.

I formally began my study into the methods for protecting myself in 1975.  I have read
literally hundreds of books, watched dozens of training videos, and studied with teachers
representing a score of martial arts and self-defense philosophies.  Then, while stationed with
the US Army in South Korea, I encountered the art of Ninjutsu, or Ninpo as it’s known in its
higher, philosophical form.  Through the writings of Stephen K. Hayes, the man credited with
bringing this centuries-old warrior tradition to America, I eventually became one of his personal
students.  Since beginning with Mr. Hayes and then eventually moving on to other higher-
ranking master teachers in the art, I have been exposed to a world of power, confidence and
control that many martial arts students seek, but few ever experience.

Coupling this newfound knowledge with both my experience in the world of criminal and
social violence as a police officer and security specialist, and my research into the sciences of
natural human response to danger, I have been able to distill the ancient teachings into a form
that gets straight to the point for my Western students.

So, regardless of whether you’re looking for traditional warrior skills as they have been
handed down from an unbroken line of masters - from my teacher to me - or you’re looking for a
non-martial arts equivalent that will allow you to effectively defend yourself without all the
uniforms, belts, and military-like discipline of the typical karate school, I am here to help you
succeed.

I am the founder of Warrior Concepts International, a company dedicated to guiding
individuals, companies, and organizations through the perilous realms of self-protection and
personal achievement.  WCI and it’s proprietary programs, are the result of over thirty years of
blood, sweat, and tears to insure that what I had learned, was workable and, above all, useful,
to myself and all those who came to me for help.

Many people who know of my background, ask me how I got started doing what I do.
“What’s better than to be a cop if you really want to help keep people safe from danger?,” they
ask.

The answer is simple...

After years of being a police officer, I discover the painful truth that,...
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...as a police officer, in any capacity, it was practically IMPOSSIBLE for me to keep anyone
safe!

So, after almost a decade of trying, and not really being able to protect people from danger,
I decided to leave the law enforcement and security fields and dedicate myself, full-time, to
consulting and teaching so that others could learn to protect themselves.  I learned through
direct experience that, try as they might, the police cannot protect you from someone who wants
to harm you.  And quite frankly,...

...they shouldn’t be expected to!

It is each person’s responsibility, not the government’s, their neighbor’s, or anyone else’s to
be ready and able should they find themselves face-to-face with a brutal attacker looking to
damage or kill them.  

Remember: You are your own first line of self-defense.  You are “first-on-the-scene” when
the attack takes place and you are on your own until the police or someone else arrives that can
and chooses to assist you.

That’s where this book comes in.  In these pages, you will discover what’s wrong with most
self-defense and martial arts programs and why they are incapable of providing you with the
knowledge and skills that you’ll need to survive when you must.

You’ll also learn the most important things that you must know to begin learning the skills of
self-protection.  You’ll learn the “science behind good, solid, effective, and “real” self-defense
training, how your body is wired to protect itself, and you’re going to develop the “Street Smart”
mentality - the survivor’s mindset.

This is not a book about techniques, although you’ll learn more than a few in the chapters to
follow.  This is a book about how to get through all of the garbage out there that is being offered
and sold that has little to no real value when it comes to teaching you how to save your own life.

“The Proof is in the Pudding,” as they say!

What makes me different - what makes the information in this book different - from what’s
being taught by most of the so-called teachers out there offering to show you how to keep
yourself safe in the face of a dangerous assailant?  One word...

...EXPERIENCE!

From being beaten up and attacked as a kid to watching the violence of others unfold as a
police officer and security specialist, I have made it my life’s mission to understand violence, in
all of it’s forms.  In so doing, I have studied both attacker-logic and the psychology of the
criminal mindset, as-well-as the natural human response that’s hardwired into each and every
one of us for dealing with danger.  The end result is a set of concepts and principles that I can
teach you that I know will work because I and others that I’ve taught have had to use them to
literally NOT DIE in real-world situations.  In fact,..
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...the principles and concepts found in this book, regardless of how they are taught, are the
same one’s used by every government agent, private security specialist, and self-defense
expert that has to put his or her life on the line every day.  People who’s lives depend on having
the right information - information that works...

...EVERY TIME!

Finally, at the end of this book, you’ll find a section that will show you how to get more
information and training directly from me.  You’ll also find details that will allow you to bring me
to your area for seminars and training and how to become a certified trainer - an expert yourself,
qualified to teach my systems to others.

But for now, let’s get started so that you can begin to fix all of the misinformation that you’ve
been fed about self-defense.  I hope that you’ll take this knowledge to heart...use it..., and that,
one day I’ll have a chance to meet you in-person and see how much more relaxed and happier
you’ve been able to become because of your increased confidence, power, and control over this
very real and very important part of your life.

Peace and Happiness,

Jeffrey M. Miller
Sunbury, Pennsylvania
December, 7th, 2005
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The Karate Myth

Since the late forties and early fifties, just after World War II, when the Japanese martial arts
of karate and judo found their way to our shores, we in the West have had a fixation with them.
And why not?  They’re exotic, exciting, and mysterious.

With few exceptions (Judo and the Korean art of Tae kwon Do among them), most martial
arts were developed as a means of self-protection and warfare, otherwise known as
self-defense, for one’s community and country at large.  Even the sport arts like Judo and TKD
have, at their roots, core principles and techniques, originally developed within other,
combat-oriented, warrior traditions.  And, even though it’s difficult to find in most karate schools
today, it is this need for real world self-protection that has allowed them to survive the test of
time.

That is...

...until they were turned into games!

Why else, if not for self-protection and the preservation of life,
would warrior skills - skills designed to hurt, maim, and even kill
another human being, be so popular if not for the element of fun?

Now, I know that training in the martial arts can be very enjoyable.
The rolling, exercise, target work, and many other aspects serve to focus the mind, build the
body, and help to release endorphins - those natural “make me high” chemicals produced by the
brain that make us feel good.  But, when it comes to the techniques, the actual application of
this stuff on another human being, your friend no-less...

...how can anyone find it enjoyable to inflict pain upon another or, worse yet, let someone
else make them feel pain?!

It can only come from a deep-seated need to overpower and to feel powerful.  And what
better way to accomplish both than to not only engage in the study and practice of martial arts,
but to participate in tournaments - sporting events that allow contestants to delude themselves
into believing that they are really testing their ability to “defend” themselves while attempting to
win a trophy?

Do I sound bitter?  I’m not but, I am more than a bit condescending.

Get used to it.  It abounds throughout this book.

The truth is that, I have no problem with people who take up the study of martial arts for any
of these reasons.  I don’t have a problem with teachers and schools who offer this type of
training.  What I DO have a problem with is...

...people who, through ignorance or a deluded sense of reality, profess to be engaged in the
study of self-defense when they are doing no such thing!
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THE MYTH EXPOSED

And that’s it.  That’s what I call the “Karate Myth.”  Well, at least part of it anyway.

Everyday, men, women and children enroll in martial arts and self-defense programs, with
the expectation that what they will be taught, will allow them to save their lives if they ever need
to.  Everyday, people go to classes and except the lessons from teachers who they believe
know the correct answers for effective personal safety and street survival.  And...

...everyday, people who have taken these classes and graduated from these programs get
the shit beat out of them on the mean streets of this world.

Why?

Why do women who have taken rape defense
classes get raped?

Why do kids who have graduated from a
course on dealing with strangers get abducted?

Why do black belts of whatever size, age, or
gender, get killed by untrained assailants?

Why?

Because most of what’s being taught today...

...is a LIE!

It’s wrong.  A lot of it isn’t just “misinformed,” it’s flat out WRONG!

“But, how can that be?”  I hear students and others ask me this all the time.

Simple.

It happens because people lie.  And I’m not just talking about the people who sell the
information either.

Of course, there are varying degrees of truth.  So, what exactly is going on?

SEEING INTO THE LIES

I believe that most of the people out there teaching self-defense, are not intentionally
misleading anyone.  They really do believe the stuff their teaching.  I believe this to be true
because...

...most of these people have no actual, real-world experience.
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They’ve never had to actually save their own life with what they’ve learned from someone
else.  They haven’t been forced into a situation where they have to put their own theories to the
test - to “put their money where their mouth is,” so to speak.

They believe in what they’re doing for the same reason that most of us believe most of the
things we’ve ever been told or taught...

...they trusted the person who taught them.

There is another group - another sort - of “believers,” out there as well  This group though,
took a short cut in the learning process.  Not only did they not get actual experience but, they
also didn’t try to learn from someone who had actual experience.

I know it’s hard to believe but, there are actually people in the world who are teaching things
that, based on their own assumptions, and maybe having read a little bit in books, allowed
themselves to make up there own, so-called, system.  With regards to the art of Ninjutsu, these
people came out of the woodwork in the eighties and early nineties, professing to already being
masters of a martial art that was vitually unknown outside of Japan.

Some of these folks even built their philosophy on what they’d seen in the movies.  Can you
imagine, someone buying the techniques and tactics presented for entertainment by the Power
Rangers or Ninja Turtles?  How about the antics of professional wrestling?!

Of course there are teachers out there who are teaching stuff that is very good and many
more that are at least in the ballpark.  But, many of these folks, while understanding the
scientific application of their art or program - you know, what it does to the other guy...

...fall short when it comes to understanding what goes on within the human being trying to
defend him or herself in a hostile situation.

They don’t understand natural human defensive response.

So, do you see it?  Do you understand the “karate myth?”

It is the belief that we, as a society, have that says that anyone with a black belt, some
martial arts experience, or a few skills, is qualified to teach us how to protect ourselves from
another person who is trying to hurt or kill us.

And, like so many other beliefs in our lives, this one is just plain WRONG!

But, unlike most other faulty beliefs that really don't effect you too much, this one single
belief, if exercised and allowed to determine your actions...

...can literally get you killed!
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What’s Missing?

While I hinted about the missing element in the last section, in truth there is much more than
just experience on the part of the teacher that’s lacking from most self-defense programs.  If it
were as simple as finding someone who had been attacked, and then learning from their
success or failure that would make the difference, we could all just go hang out at a local
hospital emergency room and interview a victim or two that is sure to come in that day.

But, unfortunately, there’s a lot more to it.  And, discovering those key elements is what I’ve
been doing for the past three decades.

As I’ve always said, any monkey can be taught the techniques in a self-defense program.
Don’t believe me, do a search on the internet for the scientist who recently taught a chimp the
moves in Tae Kwon Do!

But, the power (and security) that comes from learning the lessons that have kept warriors
and others safe and alive for centuries is NOT in the techniques themselves.  It’s the ability to
use those techniques, under pressure and the stress of an attack situation - when you don’t
have the luxury of getting to “do it again” because you messed up - that makes all the difference
in the world.  And that’s what you have to learn...

...you MUST learn what you need to know about not only WHAT to do in a self-defense
situation but...

...you MUST learn ABOUT what a self-defense situation is like in the first place.

And this, my friend is where you MUST find a teacher that can help you if you have never
been there - if you’ve never been attacked - in your life.

THE MISSING ELEMENTS

Okay.  Now we have “experience” (at least on the part of the teacher) and “understanding of
what happens in a self-defense situation” on our list of must-haves.

What else?  Any ideas?

How about:

1) Attacker logic and understanding that each assailant works
within a certain paradigm that determines things like:

A) How far he or she is willing to go
B) What types of attacks they will use
C) What types of techniques will work on them
D) If they can be reasoned with
E) How far you have to go in your own defense before

they surrender
F) and more!
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2) How your body responds in a stress situation under the influence of adrenaline
A) How the parts of the mind, including the amigdala and the hypothalamus, control
and send the signals for defensive response in the first place

B) How mind-mapping and the development of the personality places a huge part in
both the way you will respond AND in the way you determine exactly what IS a threat
in the first place

3) How your natural emotional response to a given situation determines not only what
your body will and will not be able to do, but how your mind accesses learned information for
recall and use in the moment

4) Your belief system and how it will effect your ability or inability to act

5) Non-physical options for deterring an attacker

6) The phases of an effective self-defense strategy that begins long before the enemy
appears before you

7) What you’ll need to know and do to NOT go to jail for defending yourself

8) The effects of drugs, alcohol, and pain on your assailant that determine whether or
not a particular technique or tactic will be successful

Do you get it?

Here’s some more that will hit (I hope) very close to home...

1) You’re buy-in to the karate-myth (how much you look for the “easy” and “convenient”
instead of “correct” and “valuable”)

2) Your level of commitment (do you just want someone to stand there and “show you a
few” things so you can “feel” like you know something or do your REALLY want to “know”
something?)

3) Your recognition of your own self-value / self-esteem (how valuable you see yourself
will determine how much effort you put into protecting that “self”)

I think you get it.

I know that for many of you, this all seems kind of pointless.  I know it did for me when I
first started.

I just wanted someone to show me the techniques - the cool moves - that would stop
someone in their tracks or, better yet, not even want to attack me in the first place.  Like
most people, I really didn’t “get it.”

I understood that, based on what I saw in the world, that this was definitely something
that I needed to get a handle on; especially if I was going to be successful at other things in
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my life.  But, what I didn’t get was that, the techniques have little to do with knowing “how” to
protect oneself.  And that, often, it’s not what you do, but...

...how you do it...

...why you do it a certain way...

...what you don’t do...

...and so much more.

I think that what’s missing, is not a person’s desire to learn what they must but, his or her
ability to do things like...

1) take the time to find a qualified teacher

2) test and validate the information being taught

3) realize that this is a very important area of their life to get handled

4) know what types of things they are most likely to face so they can get THAT particular
knowledge

5) staying committed to the goal and not quitting until they have achieved their goal of
self-reliance

6) and many others

What’s yours?
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Knowing What You Need
At this point, I’m going to do something out of character for me.  I’m going to assume that, if

you haven’t been turned off by my directness or stopped reading because I’ve hit a nerve (and I
hope I’ve hit quite a few by the way - it’s my job!), that you’re ready to start moving forward.

If I’m wrong - if you’re losing interest fast or you know you’re going to read the book and
then let it sit on a shelf or in the dark recesses of your hard drive for “someday” then,...

...now’s the time to stop reading.

Because, from here on out, we’re going to be focusing on solving the problem and not
being a part of it through inaction, non-commitment, or laziness.

Still with me?

Okay.  Don’t say I didn’t warn you!

EFFECTIVE SELF-DEFENSE

Let’s begin our study with a walk through the phases that an effective and sound
self-protection plan should have.  Doing so not only insures that we can defend ourselves from
the onslaughts of a variety of assailants and attack methods but...

...it arms us with the ability and capability of neutralizing a dangerous situation before it ever
has the chance to become physical.

Wouldn’t that be great?  How confident, powerful, and relaxed would you feel if you were
able to defend yourself BEFORE the attacker ever appeared before you?

Sounds like magic doesn’t it?  Well, it’s not.  But, if you could do all the right things, things
like controlling...

1) the way you carry yourself,...

2) your perspective,...

3) how you direct your awareness,...

4) how you use your surroundings,...

5) the way you communicate,...

6) your body language,...

...if you could do these things consistently, it would appear to others as if you were using
some kind of magic, because you would literally be defending and protecting yourself from
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assailants, attackers, and enemies of all shapes and sizes with apparently no action whatsoever
on your part.  You might say that...

...you’d be invisible in the eyes of the attacker.

PROGRESSING THROUGH THE PHASES OF SELF-DEFENSE

Let’s take a walk through the progression for the need for defensive action, beginning with
the least amount of danger and moving toward actually being caught up in a physically
damaging attack.  This “walk” will take us through one of the most basic parts of every one of
my programs involving self-defense for adults.  For my programs designed for children, parents
should study and understand the logic being presented as this will help them to better help their
child.

For those of you who have been to my web site and subscribe to my online newsletter,
you’ve probably already seen the phases of self-defense in the form of a seven-part e-course.
Even so, try to avoid the tendency to overlook this section as I’ll be covering it a little differently
than the way you’ve seen it before.  And, as many of my students can attest to, you never know
when I might say something or describe things in a new way that will make a topic much more
clear for you.

So, find a comfortable seat.  Get yourself a cup or glass of your favorite beverage, and...

...here we go.

Phase 1 - General Awareness.

The most significant piece of a self-defense plan
of action is simply...

1) the recognition and acceptance of the fact that
there IS danger present in the world, and...

2) that danger CAN and probably WILL touch you
or someone close to you at least once during your
lifetime.

This phase involves the development, or
deepening if it doesn’t already exist, of what I call a “survivor’s mindset.”  No other action is
possible without this one necessary component.

If you don’t believe there is a need to learn to defend yourself because you don’t recognize
danger in the world, or don’t think it can or will ever touch you, then nothing that anyone says or
does (short of attacking you) will change your mind.

However, if you already recognize this basic need (and again, I’ll assume that you do
because you’re still reading this book), then you are over half way to being successful.  What
you must recognize is the importance of this step and how important it is to take care of this
area of your life if you’re to have long-term happiness in any other area.  The stories go on and
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on about the people who worked long and hard to build their lives, families, and careers to
where they wanted them only to have it all stripped away in the blink of an eye by an assailant
who had none of those things.

So, the first step is to make a list of some of the dangers that you recognize - some of those
things that you might have to defend against to insure that, for you, tomorrow comes.

Here’s a partial list of some of the most common types of attacks:

1) punches and slaps
2) pushing, shoving, and pulling
3) kicking and tripping
4) thrown objects and gunshots
5) grabs, chokes and pins (against walls or on the floor)
6) clubbing strikes with sticks, pipes, etc.
7) cuts, stabs, and slashing attacks with knives, broken bottles, and other sharp objects

Add to this, some types of attackers:

1) disgruntled fellow employees
2) misguided teens or other street-urchins hanging out on the corner or in alleyways
3) angry family members
4) muggers
5) rapists
6) burglars
7) gang members (or teens TRYING TO GET INTO a gang!)
8) and the unseen threat...terrorists

And the situations where you might find yourself:

1) at home
2) on the freeway
3) at work
4) in a bank, restaurant, or store
5) hospital emergency room
6) parking lot or public garage
7) or while traveling

Which of these elements are true for you in your life at this moment?  What’s missing from
my list that is a part of your life and daily activities?  Later, you can expand your list as you think
about where you are likely to be in a few years and the activities and locations that will be true
for you then.

Did I forget anything...

...like a public Laundromat,...

...a “friend’s house,”...

...a bar?
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Make this very personal.  The more clear you can get right now, while you’re safe and far
from harm, the better able you will be to properly prepare for any potential situation and therefor
be better able to control the outcome (in your favor, right?!).

Once you’ve got a good list of where to start, you can then start to look for it.  You can
become sensitive to, and more aware of, the cues that signal that something is about to
happen.  Which leads us to...

Phase 2 - Awareness of Danger Potential.

Let’s me say this right here and right now...

...NOTHING comes “out of NOWHERE”!

The law of cause and effect governs everything.  No exceptions.

That means that for every “effect” - for everything that happens in the world - there is a
subsequent “cause” or causes that brought that “thing” into being.

I am so tired of hearing those with the victim-mindset speak of things that “came out of
nowhere!”

Just doesn’t happen.

     If you ran your car into a tree, that’s what happened.  The tree didn’t come out of
“nowhere!”  It wasn’t in the middle of the street when you ran into it anymore than a door frame
shifts sideways to clip your shoulder while you’re walking through the doorway.

What does this have to do with self defense?  Everything.

     If you have a problem with paying attention to what’s going on around you in your
everyday life - if you trip over things, trip up steps, fall off curbs, bump into people, and generally
go through life like the proverbial “bull-in-a-china-shop”, then you’re going to have to fix that
issue before you can stop an attack before the assailant is already on you.

Your ability to pay attention to and recognize the signs of a possible attack set up or
dangerous situation - the more sensitive you are to the potential for danger - the easier it
becomes to just not be-there to allow it to happen in the first place.

You know, the one thing that I’ve noticed over the years is that, the higher my level of
awareness becomes and the greater my ability to handle dangerous situations, the fewer actual
situations I have to deal with.

It’s almost as though my work in these areas has created a complete shift in my world to the
point that these things don’t even manifest for me anymore.  It’s just like magic.  But...

...this magic is a result of paying attention more and making subtle decisions that effect my
world for the positive, rather than not paying attention at all or ignoring things and hoping that
nothing ever happens.
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So, what do you know about preventing danger already that you can put into use or improve
on?  Take a minute to make a list of these things.  This will do two very important things.  It
will...

1) Remind you of things you already know.  It will reinforce the fact that you already have
some of the keys by which to a) keep yourself safe and, 2) to be able to detect the “bull$&!+”
when it starts to flow from those who know very little about the realm of real-world self-defense!

It will also...

      2) Focus your mind on some things to begin being aware of right now.  Even if your list
is a long one, you can pick one or two things to start looking at and then add others as you
move along.

To give you an idea about what kinds of things might be on this list, here are a few ideas to
get you started...

A) Avoid dark allies - especially in unfamiliar territory

B) Trust your gut - we are animals and, believe it or not, still have a few instincts left that
social programming hasn’t completely overwritten.

C) Don’t get boxed-in by traffic when you’re driving.  Always insure that you have a way out
of traffic should something suddenly happen.

D) Walk with purpose, as though you know exactly where you’re going - avoid looking lost
(even when you are) and look alert (this one will keep most assailants at bay as they will not feel
like they have the element of surprise)

The point here is to learn to pay attention to your surroundings.  Stay alert but relaxed.

This is not about being paranoid so, by all means, avoid looking around like a scared rat.
Attackers know when they’re looking at someone who is confident and can probably handle
themselves, and someone who is faking it.  Remember, attackers are just like any other
predatory animal...

...they can smell fear.

PROJECTING CONFIDENCE AND AWARENESS

It’s not good enough to merely be aware of your surroundings.  You must communicate that
you are confident and aware to everyone watching.  This is not only a good idea for self-defense
training, it’s a killer strategy for project leadership characteristics and the fact that you are not
average in any way.

Projecting both confidence and awareness is a simple one-step technique that doesn’t
require that you even step inside a martial arts school.  All you need to do is...

...maintain eye contact with everyone you meet.
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Now, I know I said that this was a “simple” one-step technique but, for many, this simple act
is far from easy.  For many, especially those that already project the “pick me” signals to
potential attackers, this can be one of the most difficult things that you ever do.

In fact, have you ever been walking along the street or through the mall and made eye
contact with another person so as to say “hello”, only to have them break it and look away to
“check their watch” or “window shop?”  I know I have and if you don’t know what I’m talking
about, then you probably do the looking away - a lot!

It’s not good enough to look at someone, then look away, then look back again.  This eye
motion conveys fear and uncertainty - indecision and anxiety.  And...

...you never, EVER, want to look down!

This is a sign of submissiveness.  If you are prone to this type of body language, you will
never be taken seriously - never be able to assert yourself, even if you wanted to.

No.  When you look at someone, you must maintain direct eye contact...

...until THEY look away.

Now, there is such a thing as too much.  But, trust me, virtually no one that you encounter
will sustain eye contact for longer than 4 to 5 seconds.  That seems to be the cultural norm.
Anything more than that conveys confidence, strength, and superiority.

Remember; this is not a trick.  This is a skill that is wired to our very evolution as human
beings.  And learning this basic skill allows you to get in touch with the primal ability to take care
of yourself rather than getting eaten by that saber tooth tiger or killed by that rival clansman.  I
know it sounds barbaric and prehistoric.  After all, we’ve outgrown that kind of behavior, right?

Wrong!

We may have outgrown the cave and the spear but we have changed very little in the past
couple of thousand years in the way we communicate and understand body language cues and
signals.  And if you want to communicate on the most base levels that will gain compliance from
another human being - I mean really communicate in a language below the conscious level -
where your potential assailant doesn’t even know you’re doing anything but complies with your
control of their own free will...

...You MUST master this ability.

Okay?

But, what happens now?

What’s next?

We’ve accepted the fact that there’s danger in the world.  We’ve determined what types are
most likely to affect us.  And, we’ve thought about and taken into account those of our choosing
that we’re responsible for.
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We’ve increased our level of awareness and can now identify more and more of the cues
that signal the possibility of impending danger.

And, we’re going to work on taking care of the subtle body language, especially eye-contact,
that signals to a potential predator, that we are not only paying attention but we’re ready and
confident in our ability to handle ourselves.

Now what.

Phase 3 - Escape to Safety.

Contrary to the “strike-first / strike-hard” mentality of the typical karate school, I believe that
it’s a bad decision to jump right to physically confronting an attacker.  I believe this to be true for
several reasons and on several levels.

First, and most importantly, the physical phase of the self-defense continuum exposes you
to the greatest possibility for being damaged.  This is true no matter who you are or how good
your skills.

I’m a tenth degree black belt and, unless I had no choice, I still wouldn’t rush to physically
engage the danger.  The reason for this is because...

1) the assailant could get in a lucky shot,

2) I could slip, trip, or otherwise make a mistake that would expose me to his attacks,

3) I could be ill, getting ill, or recovering from an illness or injury and not have the same
reaction time that I would normally expect in the training hall,

4) my aggressor could have weapons, friends, or tricks that I don’t know about,

5) I could have misread a situation that could have been handled with much less effort,

And, the best reason that I can think of is...

6) it’s just not a good idea!

Why would any sane human being jump right into danger when doing so might not be
necessary?  Why rush in when other, less aggressive, options are still available to you?

Furthermore...

...why would you be in a hurry to show your techniques, strategies, and tricks when there
might be others watching who can then use that knowledge against you when THEY decide to
attack?

Why?  Why?  Why?

THE GREAT ESCAPE ARTIST
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While you were paying more attention to the world around you, watching for clues to danger,
you probably started to notice a whole lot more.  You probably started to notice other things that
you didn’t notice before.  Things like other routes to get home and to other places you go to
regularly.  You might have also noticed details in and around places where you frequent - like
other exits, table orientations, and entry points at your favorite restaurants.

This is where this phase begins.  After all, you can’t design and use avenues of escape to
evade danger if you don’t know where they are or even whether or not they exist.

Escape routes are things that MUST be designed and outlined...

...IN ADVANCE of the situation.

Of course, the better you get at this whole subject, the better able you will be to improvise
but, remember this, in a life or death situation...

...NOTHING beats preparation!  NOTHING!

We use escape routes extensively in the world of personal protection.  As a bodyguard, I
have not only been assigned to close-protection duties right next to the client but have also
been on advance teams where it was our responsibility to know the ins and outs of every
destination to be visited by the principal.  I’ve also spent time on the lead team where our job
was to get the clearest picture of the whole assignment that was possible.  This involved,
among other things, knowing what kinds of things were going on in the active area that could
get in our way and create a moment where the client was vulnerable to attack.  Things like
parades, road construction and detours, and traffic conditions during various times of the day
are all important when lives are at stake.

In fact, this whole concept or escape and avoidance - the subjects covered in these first
three phases of the program - are the subject of a video that I produced entitled...

“Danger Prevention Tactics: Protecting Yourself Like a Pro.”

This first-level self-defense video has absolutely NO hand-to-hand self-defense techniques
that you’re required to learn.  Why?

Because the goal is to protect yourself from danger BEFORE the danger occurs.  And,...

...there is an entire array of dangerous situations, from natural disasters to accidents
involving private and public forms of transportation, that can’t be avoided but can still be
escaped from if you know how.

If you don’t have the DPT video, then you’re missing a vital link in the chain.  It’s available
on the web site.  Just click on this link (you must be online) to order it right now.

http://www.warrior-concepts-online.com/self-defense-video-dpt1.html

As a place to begin developing your ability to control a possible defensive situation, take
stock of your life.  Identify places that you must go on a regular basis.  Examine both the routes
used to get to each as well as the location itself.
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What we’re looking for here is to add options.  Because that’s what helps to guarantee
success in the world.  You know, I would never say that, when it comes to the actual skills
taught in any of my programs, I’m all that better than most.  However, when it comes to what
really makes the difference between what’s generally available out there in the world and what I
have to offer my students, it comes down to one thing...

...choices.

Because, again, the more choices you have - the more options you have to choose from in
any given situation - the greater your chances of success.  And, in the case of self-defense...

...success means...survival!

To be properly prepared at this phase of an effective self-defense plan, you should have
created or identified...

1) at least two routes to all destinations, including home.

2) how you will escape from your home, workplace, and any other location that you frequent
should something happen.

3) how to escape trouble when driving in traffic (i.e. maintain a safe distance from the
vehicle in front of you at stop signs, red lights, railroad crossing, etc.  The rule of thumb is, if you
can see the bottom of the rear tires of the vehicle in front of you - the point where the rubber
meets the road so-to-speak - then you can turn your steering wheel hard right or left and get out
without being impeded by that vehicle, etc.)

For a ton of other ideas for avoiding danger at this phase, get my Danger Prevention Tactics
Video.  It’s literally loaded with strategies for many different situations.  In this one video, I show
you how to apply this principle in parking lots and public garages, on public transportation like
buses, plane and trains, in restaurants and more.

Mastering this and the previous two phases can almost entirely remove the need for
physical self-defense training altogether.

Almost...

Phase 4 - Distracting the Assailant.

Sometimes though, try as you might, you will be unable to escape before the danger starts.
Although, if you remember that the proximity of the danger to you does not determine the phase
you’re in so much as your inability to use the tactics and strategies of a given phase, you will be
less likely to force yourself further into danger when you might still be able to escape.

I know that last sentence was long but, here’s another way to look at it.

Let’s say that I’m in a club and I’m having a drink.  I recognize that someone is becoming
aggressive and looking to fight.
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Even though I’m already in the same “location” as the potential attacker, I am not in the
same “situation” with him.  By that I mean that, if he’s not talking to me directly, then he’s not
causing me any reason to move out of the “escape to safety” phase.

At this point, it’s a simple matter of saying,...

...“Check please!”

Or, if I determine that the situation is localized and the assailant’s attention is already
directed at or focused on someone else and they’re not looking for a target, I can simply
relocate myself to another part of the club and watch for any changes that might make me
return to the “pay-my-tab-and-leave” strategy.

However, if I turn around and there’s this guy, drunk and angry, in front of me looking for a
fight, saying “check please” is too late.  At this point, the last thing I want to do is to take my
attention off of this guy.  In fact, as much as I’d like for him to go away or pick someone else -
no matter what I say that might talk him down...

...I CANNOT take my attention off of him and the situation.

Many of my clients assume that this is the phase where we “talk the guy out of it.”  That this
is where we confront him or tell him “I don’t want to fight.”  But, I still have a card to play before I
have to be so direct.

Instead of directly confronting my aggressor or even acknowledging that I’m in a fight, I
can...

...distract his attention and redirect him elsewhere.

What that means is that I can use a strategy that would make him basically “forget” that he
wanted to hurt me.  I do something that makes him switch gears and decide to not fight.

How would I do that?

Before I answer that...

What would you do?

Any ideas?

Well, I could...

...tell a joke...

...ignore his threats...

...offer to buy him a beer...

...pee myself (yes, I said pee; urinate; wet myself...)...

...fake a seizure, heart attack, whatever.
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Do you get it?

The idea at this phase of the game is to NOT acknowledge the fight.  I’m not going to try to
talk him out of the fight or confront him about his advances because...

...to do either is to admit that he has the advantage and you are the one on the defense!

CONTROL HIS PERCEPTIONS AND YOU CONTROL HIS REALITY

If you completely ignore his verbal attacks or make a joke about the situation, you do
several very important things:

1) You create another layer or level of defense for yourself and thereby delay the need for
physical action.

2) You give your assailant the opportunity to change his mind of his own free will.

3) You reduce the possibility that you will add to your attacker’s energy and risk affecting
others in the crowd who may decide to join in.

4) You stay in control of the situation longer.  And,...

5) You add a level of confusion and uncertainty to your assailant’s mental picture.

But, how will these tricks do any of this?

Great!  I’m glad you asked.

Let’s take a look at some of the strategies I listed and view them through the lens of your
attacker’s logic, even if he’s drunk.

How about, “telling a joke.”  What will that do?  Won’t he think I’m making fun of him and get
even more angry and aggressive?

Maybe... If the only way you can be funny is to make someone else the object of your
humor.

Instead of making him the focus of the joke, make YOURSELF the subject.

How?

Try this.

Attacker: “I’m gonna punch your face in!”

You: “Probably.  And I’ll fall down and bleed all over the place.  Maybe even cry.”

While this does on some level acknowledge your assailant’s intention to fight, you are not
fighting back - verbally or otherwise.
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What you ARE doing is redirecting the threat in a way that says, “you win and I accept that.
In fact, you don’t even need to go through with things.”  And, at the same time...

...you’re confusing the hell out of this guy!

How?  Because he’s not used to hearing this.  He’s used to getting resistance.  And, that’s
exactly what he’s ready for.  He’s ready for you to tell him he’s wrong and you’re going to fight
him to see who’s right.

He’s NOT ready for you to tell him he’s right.  And certainly not in a way that makes fun of
yourself!

Of course, if you can’t, for whatever reason, do something like this, then of course use
something else.  As with all of the techniques and strategies in this book, you have to be
authentic.  Otherwise, he will see through your attempt to be something and someone you’re
not.  And he will show you no mercy.

Okay.  How about, “ignore his threats?”

Every time I explain this one at a live program, what I usually get back is that
“deer-in-the-headlight” look.

How, when this guy’s right in front of you, talking directly at you, do you act like you didn’t
hear him?

Ever do that before, yourself?  Seriously.

Have you ever been talking to someone?  You were making eye contact and talking directly
to them.  You thought there was no doubt.  You were “right there” in the moment and suddenly
they blink and say, “I’m sorry, what were you saying?”

If you think about it, this happens a lot.  It happens every day.

It happens at work.

It happens at the check out at the grocery store.

It happens when you’re talking on the phone.

And, you know what?  If it happens to you this much, you know your assailant has
experienced the same thing.  In fact, this kind of thing happens so often that, instead of feeling
like he was being ignored, he is actually more likely to believe that you just weren’t listening.

I’ve used this tactic over and over again and most of the time...

...I’ve actually just been able to walk away from the assailant without him following me!

I know that most people, when they get drunk, hell even opportunity thieves, aren’t after
“you.”  They’re after a victim.  And very often, they’ll simply replace me with the next person
handy that can fill that role of victim.
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If you can focus on this fact.  If you can get over yourself for a minute and stop thinking that
every attack is about “you,” you’ll be amazed at how often you can literally step out of the
“movie scene” and let someone else be your “stunt-double.”

And, you know what?  This is just as true for physical self-defense as it is for dealing with
other forms of attack, like arguments and the like.  If there’s something you don’t want to deal
with, just ignore it.  It may not go away but, you’ll do a couple of things...

First, you’ll convey just how strong and confident you are by not being baited by every
person with a chip on their shoulder, looking to fight, and...

Second, you’ll avoid a whole lot more because, quite frankly, most people don’t know what
to do when you...

...DON’T PLAY THE GAME BY THEIR RULES! 

Practice this.  Throughout your day, take the opportunity to NOT answer someone right
away.  Simply pretend that you didn’t hear them.  And see how often they will simply repeat
what they said with no discernible change in tone or inflection.

They simply repeat themselves, assuming that you were caught up in your own thoughts or
what you were doing.  They won’t even consider that you’re ignoring them.

Very interesting, huh?

As for the, “pee myself” defense, all I have to say is...

...how drunk would you have to be to want to touch, let alone fight, someone who just lost
bladder-control and has urine all over their body?

Point made - enough said.

And, you know what, nothing sends an assailant, even a street mugger, into defensive mode
like faking a seizure or heart attack.

Think about it.  What’s going on in your attacker’s head when everything’s going to plan and
suddenly, their mark starts twitching and falls to the floor writhing in pain?

What would you do if, right in the middle of a heated argument, the other person suddenly
grabbed their chest and, eyes rolling back into their head, collapsed on the floor?  Think you’d
still feel like arguing?

I bet not!

Even street muggers who are holding you at gunpoint will freak-out!  They’re only there for
the couple of bucks and maybe a credit card they can get from your wallet, not to kill you.  And
they all know that the jail time for mugging you, should they be caught, is a whole lot less than it
would be...

...if you died during the commission of the crime.
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The trick though, is to be convincing.  Watch a couple of movies where a good, high-priced
superstar is doing a “heart attack scene.”  Copy it.  Practice it.  And, if you want to know how
you’re coming across, try it on a friend or two.  They’ll let you know how believable you are!

Phase 5 - Dissuading the Attacker.

This is where you draw the line.  It’s here that we actually acknowledge to the assailant that
we recognize that a fight is about to happen or that an assault is being directed at us.  And, we
communicate through our words, tone, body language, and directed intention that we will not be
a victim and...

...he may win but not without a fight that will leave him damaged as well!

Now, we’re going to employ any number of tactics to communicate that “we don’t want to
fight” and, if necessary that, “we will if we have to.”  We can communicate this with our speech
with phrases like...

“...I don’t want to fight.”

“...back off!”

“...I don’t have time for your shit!”

“...there’s no need for this.  Let’s just call it a night
and we can all go home.”

Of course, we can let our bodies speak for us
instead of, or in conjunction with, the words we use.
The important thing here is that...

...our words match our body language.

Otherwise, we won’t be believed.

EFFECTIVELY USING BODY LANGUAGE FOR SELF-DEFENSE

When using body language to dissuade a potential assailant from physically attacking you,
it’s important that you first understand how human beings recognize these cues on a
subconscious level.  It’s also very important to understand that, if you get this wrong, you may
convey a meaning very different, and often opposite, of what you originally intended.

An example of this is the almost universal lesson that I was exposed to in literally dozens of
martial arts and self-defense schools where I was taught what is often called the “ready stance.”
This involves taking up a bladed position with one side leading and the body turned sideways to
the attacker; the arms brought up into fists and the body dropped for stability.  From here I was
told to look directly at my assailant and say,...

“...I don't want to fight.”
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“I DON'T want to fight?!  With my body positioned in a combat-ready stance?

“I don’t want to fight?!”

The assailant might hear my words but he or she DEFINITELY hears what my body is
SAYING.  And it’s certainly NOT, “I don’t want to fight!”

Take a look at the following photographs.  They’re pictures
of typical, karate-style, “ready positions.”

Take note of what you see and feel as you look at what
these people seem to be conveying.  If either were to look at
you right now, while standing this way, and say, “I don't want to
fight,”...

...would you believe him?
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Now, take a look at this picture which we’ll talk more about
later.

Without knowing anything about this posture or whether it
might be a self-defense position, what do you see?  How would
you feel or what would you think or believe if this person said, “I
don’t want to fight.”

Very interesting differences, wouldn’t you agree?

We’re going to revisit this concept a little later and take a look
at the fact that there is absolutely NOTHING wrong with either posture or with saying the words,
“I don’t want to fight.”  

What IS important is to understand that each communicates a particular message and, to be
believed - to access this subconscious language that I’ve been talking about - they must be
used with congruent messages to have the desired, almost magical, effect.

When I started exploring the possibility that we could neutralize a dangerous attack situation
with effective body language - positioning the body in ways that subconsciously influences
another person’s perceptions and choices - I was amazed to find that this was almost like
learning another language.  It’s almost like, beneath the spoken language that we’re used to,
there’s this hidden, secret form of communicating that goes to the very heart of what makes us
human.

It’s like a primal language that speaks directly to the reptilian part of our brain.  The same
part that’s responsible for aggressive action.

Interesting to say the least, don’t you think?

Can you imagine?

What would it be like to be able to control, not only an attacker’s actions, but his very desire
to attack or not, merely by the way you position parts of your body?  What does that say about
self-defense action for human beings?  What does that say about the way we communicate and
process information that may be implied or non-verbal?

Interesting.

But this is nothing new in the animal world.  If you’ve ever watched National Geographic or
Discovery, you can see this concept in action all the time.  And, it’s universal.  Every species
operates at this level.

Remembering that human beings are animals, why would it not be true for us as well.
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Well, it is.

What kinds of things can you do to communicate at this level?  To be honest with you, there
are far too many possibilities to be adequately addressed here.  In fact, I’ll only be able to
scratch the surface.  This subject is covered much more thoroughly in my live programs and
really requires the visual element (and lots of practice) to do it justice.

In the near future, I’ll be introducing a product that will focus on the body language element
almost entirely.  It will show how the so-called “stances” and postures of the martial arts are
much more than just ways to stand from which to punch and kick.  They’re not a necessary
nuisance that must be gone-through to get to the “cool stuff.”  They ARE the cool stuff.  In fact,
they are an art and science in and of themselves.

However, here are some basic principles and ideas that will illustrate how this sub-commu-
nication level works.  As you look over this list, think about what each is “saying,” both on the
surface as well as at a deeper level.

What does each say about us to others?

What does each do for us?  And,...

What must be going on inside of us for these things to be natural - authentic - in order for
them to correctly communicate the desired message to another human being?

Eye contact
Hand position (palms-in / palms-out)
Facial alignment (eye-to-eye/nose-to-nose, right eyes aligned, left eyes aligned, etc.)

As a way to explore this idea a bit further, I want you to conduct an experiment.  It will be
very simple.  You only need yourself and a mirror.  But, I think what you’ll find will be very
profound.

Here’s what you’re going to do.

Using the above examples, use the mirror to “see what others see” when you do each of
them.

While it may seem that the first and last items are the same, they are there to make a point
that cannot be overlooked.  The first, “eye contact” is about making and “holding” eye contact
with another person.

Try it.

It will definitely be easier for you to do it with yourself than with another person; especially
someone you don’t know.

The “facial alignment” suggestion has to do with how lining up our eyes with the eyes of
another activates certain parts of the brains that are connecting.  Interesting, huh?  The very
idea that, the way we line up our eyes with another person can literally affect, not only how that
person relates to us but,
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...WHY they relate to us that way in the first place!

You’ll need another person to practice this thoroughly but, for now, go back to your mirror
and practice shifting your face from side-to-side and up-and-down to see what each position
causes your own brain to bring up.

What do think about and how do you feel when you...

1) Align your face at an angle (left or right) while holding your head level?  How does this
change when you position your face square to the mirror so that you are eye-to-eye and
nose-to-nose with yourself?

2) Tilt your head back slightly so as to “look down your nose” at yourself?  Does this change
when you combine it with the positions you tried out in the first part of the exercise?

3) Tilt your head forward, dropping your chin, so that you’re looking out from beneath you
brow?  Again, combine this with the positions in the first part of the exercise to see if you notice
any differences.

I do this exercise in some of my live programs also.  Only, in the live events, we do this with
partners.

The results are fascinating, to say the least, and open a whole new can of worms to be
explored.  And, my students are surprised at how each position elicits a certain response that
many didn’t intend or even know that they were putting out.

The same goes for the hand positioning.  Hold your hands up in front of your chest, just
below your neckline and...

...turn your palms so they’re facing out toward the mirror or your partner...

...turn them so that they’re bladed (the outside edge of the palm is leading), and...

...turn them so that the palms are facing you.

Again, some very interesting results come out of this.

Either way.  Regardless of whether you explore the body language connection or just use a
favorite phrase to communicate with the person standing in front of you, threatening to do harm,
the key principle here in this phase is to...

...give them one last opportunity to stand down and walk away.

Because, if they don’t, you have no other choice than to...
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Phase 6 - Physically Deal with the Attack

When most people, including martial arts
practitioners, think of self-defense, they usually think of
a “strike-first / strike-hard” strategy.  This mentality
may sound good at first glance but when one stops to
consider the increased potential for damage the nearer
you get to an actual physical altercation, the picture
changes.

Not just academically but EMOTIONALLY.

It’s this emotional aspect within the realm of self-defense that is the most important key
element missing in most schools and programs being taught today.  While there is no end to the
number of physical tricks and techniques being taught, and a fair amount of strategies being
offered, for those who have “been there,” the number one element missing from the lessons
being taught to adults looking for survival and not “feel-good” games, is the emotional factor.

In fact, this element is so seriously lacking in the realm of self defense instruction, that it
became the crux of my newest program call EDR, or Emotion-based Defensive Response.
While being introduced as a new paradigm within the modern world of self-defense instruction,
EDR is actually based on some of the most important teachings of ancient warriors.

Although this concept will form the majority of the rest of this book, let me just say here that,
regardless of the philosophy and how much a particular teaching method or program may
increase your advantages in a physical engagement with a hostile assailant...

...choosing to physically deal with the situation should NEVER be a first option!

Why?  Why not jump right in there and take the fight to him?

Good question.  And, while the EDR philosophy does acknowledge this as a viable option in
certain circumstances, it is just that...

...AN OPTION.

But, for now, let’s assume that, for whatever reason and by whatever path, we have arrived
at this point in the strategy where...

...you know it’s going to get physical.

At this point, all bets are off.  Now is not the time to be thinking about such things as...

...fair play...

...who’s ultimately right or wrong...

...why he’s attacking you...

...how you got here in the first place...
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...the “would’ve / should’ve / could’ve” mentality...

...where the police are...

...or anything else that is not focused on the task at hand, which is...

...PREVENTING AS MUCH PHYSICAL DAMAGE TO YOURSELF AS POSSIBLE!

Now, an entirely different strategic model must come into play.  In my programs, we call this
the 5 Keys of Effective Self-Defense Strategy.  This strategic application of certain principles
allows you to know where you are at any given moment in an altercation.  It allows you to stay
focused on what’s needed to maintain control over the encounter and to know what to do next.

You should have received the book “Controlling the Fight!  The 5 Keys of Effective Self
Defense Strategy” when you purchased this ebook.  If not, you can contact me through the
web site with your purchase information and I’ll send you the url to download it.

You must remember though, that at this stage or phase of the game, there can be no doubt
in your mind about several things.  These elements are so important that, forgetting even one of
them could spell disaster.  When physically defending yourself against an assailant attacking
you with fists, feet, weapons, or anything else that could allow them to be successful, you must
remember that...

...he is trying to win.  Therefore, YOU must also fight to win!

Remember...

...you are in a fight!  As obvious as that sounds, it means that you will probably get hit, cut,
or shot if guns are involved.  It is NOT your job to not let this happen, although you will do your
best to avoid it.  So don’t worry about it.

It is your job, however...

...to not get hit, cut, or shot so badly that “the TV gets turned off!”

In addition, there is a lot that you won’t and probably can’t know about the situation you’re
in.  Regardless of how many techniques you’ve learned or what you think you might do, you still
don’t know some very important pieces of information that would help.  Some of these things
are...

...how far your assailant is willing to go.

...how much experience he has at fighting.

...what his intentions are (is he just pushing and shoving to make a show for his friends or is
he the kind of guy that suffers from a sociopathic or psychopathic need to “get his rocks off” by
maiming or killing another human being?).

...whether or not he has any allies nearby.
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...whether or not he is armed (even if he is brandishing a weapon, he may have one or more
backups that are still concealed).

The list goes on and on.  In fact, it would be a good idea for you to review my list again and
then sit down with a piece of paper and see if you can add to it.

What did I leave out?  From your experience, what else don’t you know that you must
either...

1) Wait to find out, or...

2) Your defensive action must take into account...

...so that you’re not surprised by it?

In fact, the EDR philosophy only gives you two “givens” - two advantages - that you take
into a fight or self-defense encounter with you.

I know that doesn’t sound like a lot when your assailant has so much going for him but...

...that’s just the way it is.

And no amount of wishing for things to be another way is going to change this fact.

NOTHING!

So, what are these two aces that you carry that, if played right, will allow you to go from
being the underdog “victim” to the victor who gets to wake up on this side of the grass
tomorrow?  What must you be clear on and insure that your training has provided you with so
that you’re not completely unarmed and helpless at the moment of truth?

Good questions.  But, before I answer them, please remember that I have spent the last
three decades of my life asking the very same questions?  I have not blindly followed my
teacher’s advice and lessons without validating that information against my own real-world
experience as a police officer, soldier, and security specialist.

It is this “verifying of information and lessons learned” that allows those who really know how
to handle a self-protection situation successfully to live when others don’t.  Without doing this
checking, leaves a person at the mercy of hope and faith.  The two unknowns that, themselves,
leave one at the mercy of the unknown.

The two necessary tools that you must possess in a physical
self-defense situation have nothing to do with how well you punch,
kick, cut, or execute any of the “cool” techniques you’ve learned
along the way.  However, they have everything to do with what
techniques you will use, as-well-as how, when, where, and why you
will bring them into play.

These two “knowns” that you bring with you into the unknown of
the situation are...
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1) How you feel, and...

2) What you think you can do.

That’s it.  That’s all you have, but...

...it’s ALL you need to handle the situation like an expert.

Providing, of course, that you’ve learned techniques designed
to work against real-world attacks and concerns that exist in
Today’s world.

In my advanced programs, I also discuss other things like...

...how to read an attacker to know what he or she is most likely to do...

...how to set up an assailant so that they will attack you with exactly what you want them
to...

...strategically applying techniques based on the situation rather than personal
preferences...

...the ability to connect with the “force” or “energy” of the fight so you can operate
successfully...

...EVEN WITHOUT SEEING THE ATTACK COMING!

Is that cool or what?

But, first things first.  You can’t walk until you learn to crawl, and you can’t run until you learn
to walk.

And, you can’t enter a self-defense encounter with the ability to read and control an
assailant’s actions and intent...

...before you know how to read and control YOUR OWN.

SUMMING IT ALL UP

The whole point of the 6 Phases of Effective Self-Defense Strategy is this...

There is a logic or certain reasoning that experts and those who appear to be what we could
call “naturals” of handling a self-defense encounter, know and use.  This strategy can be broken
down into phases which, when identified and recognized, begin far away from an actual,
physical assault in both time and space.
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We know that each phase of this strategy can form an important part of our overall ability to
be safe.  And that, the better we are at controlling the beginning phases, the greater our
chances to not end up NEEDING to respond to an actual assailant during the later stages.

Each phase follows the natural progression from safety and intellectual understanding to the
emotionally-driven chaos of an actual attack situation.  Having multiple strategies, tactics,
and/or techniques that you can use in each phase increases your chances of success.  In
fact,...

...the more choices you have for any given situation, the greater your chances for success.

While I’m thinking about this subject, I should also say that...

...having FAVORITE techniques can get you killed.

All it takes is for your attacker to...

...have seen you in action, or...

...know you...

...and you will lose all advantages gained through your training because...

...they will know what you will do.  And...

...you still will not know that about them!

The 6 phases act as a kind of use-of-force strategy also.  In fact, when we add the
sub-strategies that I talked about along the way, we find that we actually have more than 6
levels of opportunity to handle a potentially dangerous encounter.  We also have choices
beyond the general heading of “physically dealing with the attacker.”  Because, once you decide
that you must physically damage your attacker to stop him or her...

...you must decide how far you will go and to what degree you will damage them.

Looking at this new, enhanced model, we can view our overall strategy from the perspective
of these choices.  Of course, no rational, civilized human being wants to think about stooping to
the level of a murderous assailant but, the possibility exists that that is EXACTLY what we may
be forced to do to defend ourselves or another of our choosing.

That’s why, when first seeking to be safe and secure in today’s world, we should endeavor
to set up our lives so that no one chooses to attack us.  While this is a lofty ideal and certainly a
worthwhile goal, the fact is that, most of us are nowhere near this ability of influencing the world
around us.

So, when we can’t be safe, we must be aware of the potential for danger and work to avoid
those places where it is most likely to occur.

When we can’t avoid, we must evade.

When we can’t evade, we must escape.
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When we can’t escape, we must distract.

When we can’t distract, we must dissuade.

When we can’t dissuade, we must hurt.

When hurting isn’t sufficient to stop the attack, we must damage.

When damaging the attacker still doesn’t prevent him from continuing his onslaught against
us, we must maim.

You and only you can decide, in advance of any encounter, just how far you are willing to
go.  And, as a part of that overall decision, you must decide if you can and will go to the final
level of intention...

...and kill.

I know how far I’m willing to go in defense of myself and those I love.  Most of my students
also have no doubt as to the level of my intention.  And if I can direct that level of intention at my
students - people I care about - there’s no doubt in my mind that anyone who goes out of their
way to attack me - someone who I have no emotional attachment to or care about...

...doesn’t stand a chance!

But, what about you?

You and only you can answer this question.  Don’t fool yourself.  It’s NOT an easy question
to answer.  But, could you hurt another human being - let alone break their skeleton, cut them
open, permanently disable or maim them for life, or even end their life, if you had to?

And, remember.  This is not limited to the moment the act is committed, but it’s effect on you
continues long after the incident is only a distant memory.

So, the question is not just, can you do it, but...

...can you live with yourself for having done it?

Only you can decide.
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Where Do You Begin?
Evaluating a Program

So, now that we’ve looked at many of the reasons why most martial arts and self-defense
instructors and their programs are incapable of preparing you for dealing with a real-world
encounter with a criminal assailant or enraged attacker, how do you know where to go and what
to look for?  How can you tell whether or not you’re making the right decision before you end up
spending time, effort, and money on the wrong program?

To be perfectly honest...you can’t.

I know, I know.  You’ve probably found other reports on the internet or in a book or
magazine about how to choose a school or program.  The trouble with most of these is that...

...they are written with the instructor’s bias.

And you know what?  So is this one.

So, you have to know what YOU need.  What you’re looking for.

You cannot rely on the judgment of others, especially those who still have some or all of the
misconceptions that we’ve talked about already.

You can’t cover every possible angle during a short interview meeting with an instructor.

If you have little or no martial arts or self-defense background, you can’t know whether or
not a particular program or approach (also known as “style”) is even in the ballpark.

At least, not until you’ve done some work.  You have to get off your butt.  Get away from
your computer or magazines.  Call some places and set appointments (that you’ll actually go
to!).  And...

...be willing to ask the really hard questions.

You know, I’m constantly mystified at how people will take the time to try on several pairs of
jeans or test drive several cars to make sure that they’re getting exactly what they need and
want.  Yet, when it comes to those things that can, will, and do effect their lives on a grander
scope - things like religion, political affiliations, and, yes, self-defense training - most people are
content with either...

1) Being told what to do (by friends, family members, or the guy selling the program), or...

2) Taking the first thing they find.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR WHEN EVALUATING A SELF-DEFENSE PROGRAM

Remember that this book, and the program it outlines, is for one thing, and one thing only...
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...learning what you need to know to survive a self-defense situation and how to get it in a
world filled with programs and teachers that are of little or no use for that purpose.

Are there other reasons for taking martial arts classes?  Absolutely.

You could take martial arts for:

1) Aesthetic reasons (you like the culture, history, or symbolism involved)

2) Fitness and exercise (while training will certainly make your more fit, I would think that
training at a gym would hurt less though)

3) Life Skills (like respect, discipline, and increased confidence - but again, you must choose
the right program that teaches these traits)

4) Skill proficiency (like learning to use a sword or other weapon)

And, none of these and the hundred other reasons that people have for studying martial
arts, is wrong.  Each person’s reason is their own and is a great reason to learn a particular
style of martial arts.

But, if you are seeking to learn how to protect yourself, this is a different story.  And you
can’t confuse it with any other reason.  I’m not saying that you shouldn’t take martial arts
lessons for any of the reasons I’ve listed.  What I am saying is to be honest with yourself.  And...

...don’t confuse what you’re there to learn from what you have been learning!

Here’s a case in point:

I had a student once who came to me for training.  Prior to this, he had earned his black belt
in a martial art that he had been studying for eight years.  Just prior to coming in to see what we
had to offer, he had witnessed an attack and realized that, even though he had won trophy after
trophy in tournaments and competitions, he was totally unprepared for what he saw that night.

And, his is not a unique story by any means.  I’ve lost count as to how many students I’ve
gained from this same thing over the years.  But, it’s interesting how, even when they’re
presented with evidence to the contrary, how people will cling to what they think “should” work,
even when they find out that it doesn’t.

Interesting to say the least.

So, “learning self-defense” is another reason that people might study martial arts.  But,
taking self-defense lessons from a self-defense teacher has no other reason behind it.  There is
no alternative.

And, if you are looking for self-defense training that will work, you must be critical.  You must
pay attention.  And, you must make sure that you are getting what you need.

In that light, here are some suggestions for what to look for and things to ask when
evaluating a program that professes to cover self-defense.
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INSTRUCTOR’S CREDENTIALS

I know that this is going to really hit some people in their egos but...

...a black belt has absolutely NOTHING to do with whether or not someone can defend
themselves or even teach others to do so for that matter.

Let me say that again.  NOTHING!

I know that this goes completely against conventional wisdom but...hey...I didn’t make up
the truth.

The only thing that a black belt means, and this isn’t my theory, it’s the way it was developed
by a guy named Jutaro Kano in Japan, is that a student has learned a block of material and his
or her level of proficiency meets or exceeds a set standard.

Just like a diploma from a college or university.

And, even if a particular instructor does have the necessary experience to know how to
protect themselves, they may be completely lacking in the skills necessary to teach others how
to do it for themselves.

Again, just because someone knows how to do something, doesn’t mean that he or she
knows how to teach that thing.  Can you relate to this?

Do you know anyone like this?  They know how to do something but can’t, or shouldn’t be
teaching it to anyone else because...

...they don’t communicate very well and are confusing.

...they lack patience and become frustrated themselves.

...they only know one way to explain it and can’t help those who learn differently than they
do.

Well, the teaching of martial arts and self-defense are no exceptions.  And yet, unlike most
every other profession; where people are trained for the task at hand (i.e. “Train-the-trainer”
programs, etc.); the overwhelming belief about martial arts is that, a black belt can not only do
something, but they can teach it as well.

And neither could be further from the truth!

So, you must not only see if a person has the skills, which may or may not be represented
by a black belt, but you must ask questions like:

1) What do you do for a living (if they don’t teach full-time as I do)?

2) Have you ever had to use your training to defend yourself?  And, can you tell me about it?
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Remember here that the question requests that they tell you whether or not they “had to use
their training,” and not merely, have you ever had to defend yourself.  Lots of people have taken
up training AFTER they had been attacked.  Whether or not they learned from their encounter is
another matter.

Also note that actual law enforcement, security, or military work might be enough to at least
give the guy the benefit of the doubt.  But again, ask about their experience.  And, above all...

...don’t feel bad or guilty because you want this person to prove themselves.

After all...

...IT’S YOUR LIFE WE’RE TALKING ABOUT SAVING HERE!  Not his ego.

And, quite frankly, any expert will have no problem in providing the information you seek just
as an engineer or architect will be able to provide proof of accomplishments or work done, a
martial arts or self-defense professional should have no problem proving that they are who they
say they are.

If the person you’re talking to gets frustrated, defensive, or angry...

...this may be a sign that they have something to hide or are not what they profess to be.

It is most certainly a sign as to how they handle stress!  And, since in a self-defense
encounter, you will need to do your best to stay calm under pressure, any teacher who can’t do
this in a conversation is unlikely to be able to do it when they’re being physically attacked!

Make a list of questions to ask before you go to meet anyone.  And, if they’re important
enough to write down, then each question on the list is important enough to be asked.

THE PROGRAM

If at all possible, you’ll want to be able to at least watch a class in progress.  Being permitted
to take a class, either with a group or privately with an instructor, would be even better.

This will give you a “feel” for the class, the training, and the instructor’s teaching style.

Ask yourself, “how easy is it to understand the instructor?”  “Does he or she communicate
clearly or do they make assumptions about whether or not I should know something without
having been told?”

Another thing to watch for is the complexity of the moves being shown.  Understanding that
you are new to this and that there will be a certain level of nervousness and a lack of
coordination and understanding on your part, beginner’s techniques should focus on simplicity
and “getting out of there.”  Tactics and strategies for new students should allow for escaping
danger without the need for complex moves or long strings of punches and kicks.  (You are
taking a beginner’s class as your trial, right?!)

Other questions to ask might include...
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1) “Does the instructor explain the context within which a particular technique would be
used?”  Or, does he speak generally as though the technique would work against anything (a
sure sign of no real-world experience or understanding in regards to how chaotic a fight is!)

2) “Do explanations make sense?”  Does an explanation match your experience or logic as
to how things SHOULD work.  If an explanation doesn’t fit your perceptions, it should expand
your thinking and not cause doubt.

How will you know?  Generally, if the description given expands your perspective and
makes logical sense to you subconsciously, even if you don’t fully understand, you will have that
“ah-ha!”, feeling.  You may or may not also exclaim, “I never thought of that!”  But, either way,
deep down, you’ll know it made sense.

If more students were critical like this, a lot of these so-called self-defense teachers wouldn’t
be able to snowball people so much.  They’d either have to get smarter (a.k.a. “trickier”), they’d
have to really learn something, or they’d have to get another job!

This reminds me of a former student of mine.  His name was Tom.

Tom grew up on the streets of Philadelphia - in the not-so-good part of town.  Tom had been
in Vietnam and, without a doubt, was a fighter at heart.

He came to me because he was still looking for a teacher who really knew how this stuff
was supposed to work.  He had had his fill of those whose main focus was on step-by-step
technique or what rank or trophies somebody had.  This wouldn’t sound like such a big deal
except that Tom had literally gone through the “who’s who” of martial arts.

He had tried almost every style of martial art.  He had trained with a dozen or more
self-defense experts.  And Tom had only one rule for whether or not an instructor was any
good...

...if Tom could take him and win, it was all over.

Tom was one tough guy.  He knew, just by looking at you, whether or not you had guts.  And
Tom’s idea of guts was the same held universally by all warriors.  It communicates to anyone
who can see it...

“... I might not win, but I’m going down fighting!”

This was not my “belief” about Tom based on guesswork.  Not by a long shot.  This was
something that Tom confided in with me one day during a discussion about the crap that’s being
taught “out there” by others.

Tom told me that, when he knew that he could kick the shit out of a self-defense teacher...

...First... He would!

And then, he would leave to find someone who really did know what he or she was doing!

Tom and I both knew where I stood.  He hadn’t even tried to take me - hadn’t even hinted.
And...
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Tom left as my friend and with a heavy heart when he had to leave the area to go back to
school in another state.  I think about Tom often because, usually...

...the “tough guys” rarely last because they’re confronted with authentic warriors and they
quit.  In my eyes, Tom was a rare individual.  And,...

...those who “know” they’re tough, usually don’t get involved in organized training because
they feel they don’t need it.  Tom knew from experience that there would always be someone
out there with a new trick up his sleeve.  And, he also knew that the warrior arts would not have
lasted so long if they were passed on in the game form that they’re usually found today.

Anyway, back to the program.

While you’re visiting the school or club, take some time to talk to the students.  Ask them
what they like about the lessons, teacher, and the program in general.  Make sure that their
answers help you with your decision above all else.

The fact that the instructor is a “great guy” tells you that you’ll probably get along, but it says
nothing about whether he can teach you how to not die!

And besides...

...it’s not the teacher’s job to always be nice.  It is their job to be compassionate.  Which
means that sometimes they have to put their feelings for you on a shelf in order to put you to the
test.

While you’re talking to the other students, you might want to ask them some pointed
questions like...

“What’s one thing that you’ve done since beginning your training to increase your personal
security?”

“What’s the most important thing that you’ve learned from your training?”

And, “Tell me something that you learned here that you didn’t know about before you
started.”

These are all questions that get around politically motivated answers that are based more
on a person’s enjoyment of the activity or connection to the teacher.  They go to the heart of
what you really want to know...

...Will this program make me the kind of person that I want to be?

...Will it teach me what I need to know?  And,...

...Is it apparent that this teacher knows what they’re doing?

The three things that I must believe in before I even get started.
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BE CAREFUL!

Many programs, including my own, rely on memberships.  What that means is that, if you’re
from the local area, you must commit to a certain time frame in order to train.

I know that a lot of instructors have a problem with the idea of memberships because they
believe that they remove the choice to leave on the part of the student.  I’d like to offer a
different point-of-view...

...Memberships require that a student give a program a fair enough time to teach him or her
something before they get sidetracked by “underwater basket weaving” or any number of other
distractions that pull people away from doing things they say are important.

These same instructors who know...

1) How much commitment is required to really get good with their skills...

2) That you can’t learn this stuff in a couple of classes...

3) The skills learned must have time to become instinctual, etc...

...are the same ones who, through the willingness to let their students come and go as they
please, unknowingly convey the message that these things are NOT important.

They’re sending mixed messages and don’t even realize it.  They talk in class about the
importance of knowing these things but turn around and set up the paradigm for training in such
a way that doesn’t allow their student’s to practice them.

No hypocrisy here.  If you say you want to learn something from me and I know it will take
some time to learn it, I’ll put a requirement on you that says that you have to commit to that
much time.

If you don’t want to do that but still want to train with me, the only other choice you have is to
only train at seminars and workshops.  Of course there is a third option...

...pay me a lot of money for private lessons.  But then, if you want to have me, the guy who
knows this stuff, at your beck and call, you have to pay for that privilege.

Now, is it true that you could get stuck in a membership that isn’t serving you.  Maybe.

But, and remember that this isn’t legal advice, I think that you could make a good case for
fraud if you could prove that you’re not getting what you agreed to pay for in the first place.

But, hey, that’s what I would do.

Then again, I’m not your typical person either.  I don’t complain when it’s my fault and I don’t
let someone else hurt me through their own lack of responsibility.  And, that my friend, is also a
form of self-defense.  Perhaps a topic for another program altogether.

DON’T FORGET...
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One other thing I feel the need to warn you about here.  And that something is...

...YOU!

That’s right.  We human beings are often our own worst enemies.

It seems that most of us are just not in control of ourselves even though we would like to
believe that we’ve got it all together.  In fact, we spend a great deal of time trying to convince
ourselves and others of this bull.

What do I mean?  Here are some examples from my own client list...

1) The students who, after telling me how much they want and need this training, leave after
only a class or two or after they receive their first belt.  They’re not even half-way to black belt
and their gone!  But then, these students didn’t want to develop the confidence that comes from
really knowing they could defend themselves because they’ve proven it to themselves.  Nope,
what these folks wanted was the “feeling” of confidence they got because they learned
“something.”

2) Students who think that they are at or beyond the teacher’s ability.  This is quite likely to
happen in a poor program or with a teacher that just doesn’t have it together.  But, let me share
a thought with you that I got from one of my own teachers who said...

“... If you think that you’re as-good-as or better than your teacher...then you need another
teacher!”

You need another teacher because...

1) Either your teacher’s not very good to begin with, or...

2) You’re better than you think you are.

If the first reason is the case, I don’t advocate you doing what my student Tom did, but
leaving is a good idea.  You have to be willing to give up bad for good and good for great; and
not just concerning self-defense training but in every aspect of your life.

If number two is the reason, I hope you don’t have a teacher like Tom!  Seriously though,
you have to go, and if your teacher doesn’t ask you to leave or make it so you want to do so,
then it’s already a sign that he or she isn’t giving you the challenges you need.  These
challenges would keep you focused on your progress -  on “how far you had to go” - and not on
how close to your teacher’s ability you were.

It is possible of course that, though your teacher is very good but, at some point and for
whatever reason, they allowed their own training and progress to stop.  In which case, you will
begin to “catch up.”

In this case, you may not choose to leave but, if continued progress is important to you, then
you will have to decide how you will get the training that he is unable to provide.

Just remember that, unless you have actually “been there” and know what it’s like to be
attacked by an assailant, it is unlikely that you know...
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1) What you need, and...

2) What to look for.

You’re going to have to make the best decision you can based on information, analysis, and
yes, even feeling.  Then, you’re going to have to give both yourself and the program a fair
shake.  You’re going to have to give it and yourself some time to see progress.

Self-protection is a complex subject and there are situations that you could find yourself in
that you’ve never even imagined.

The variables are too many to even begin to consider.  So, you will have to learn more than
a few “cool moves” to make sure that you can handle a situation in whatever form it takes.

But, remember, you are no different from any of those who have set out to learn this stuff
before you.  And, if you’re going to learn what you must, to develop the ability that you’ll need,
then you’ll have to do the work.

In the long run, after finding the right teacher, the right program, and sticking to it for yourself
and no one else, it will be worth while.  The level of happiness and freedom to go and do
whatever you want is absolutely great.  But, you must first decide that this is what you want, and
then you’ll have to find the right program and teacher or teachers who can help you make it
happen.

Either way, as always...

...it’s up to YOU!
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Emotion-based
Defensive ResponseTM

The Science of Self-Defense

If there is one thing that is generally missing from most programs offering to teach you how
to protect yourself in a dangerous or violent situation, is how the body operates under stress
and the natural defense mechanisms at play during an attack.  At the core of these phenomena
is the effect of the emotions in the decision-making process.  And yet, when we look at how the
human being - how you and I - process information, especially under stress...

...the emotions are at the forefront of the process with everything else falling in behind it.

Now, I’m not suggesting that you follow my lead in studying the concepts of things like
anatomy, physiology, or the triune brain theory as it exists in neuro-scientific research.  And, no,
I’m not a doctor or neuroscientist as such...

...perhaps I just have very strange hobbies.

You could, or, you could find yourself a knowledgeable teacher who understands, if only on
an intuitive level, how these things work and can therefore lead you through the learning
process so that you’ll get have the same benefit.

Actually, in my attempt to really get at the heart of this whole concept of self-protection, I
made sure that I wasn’t just reading all of the theories of the self-defense experts.  While
watching all of those animal shows on Discovery, National Geographic, and TLC, I started
noticing how every animal seemed to have the same hardwired systems for the recognition and
processing of danger.  I also noted how the “fight-or-flight” mechanism was universal among all
creatures regardless of whether the animal was a bird, lizard, dog, or monkey.

I also noticed how some animals always had the same defensive response while others did
not.  And, with regards to those that didn’t have fixed responses, how the same animal,
regardless of whether it was considered predator or prey, may have a different response, even
against the same type of danger, depending on the level of threat.  What that means is that, it
didn’t always choose to “fight” or “flee.”

In fact, there are several programs out there teaching self-defense that focus on this primal
defense mechanism as it relates to humans.  We’ll talk more about the benefits and limitations
of this “Adrenal Response” approach a little later.  But, for now, let’s talk about how...
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...the self-defense mechanism may initially fire the same way in all creatures but the output
mechanism is different between reptiles and mammals.  To understand this, we need to look to
science and...

THE TRIUNE BRAIN

In order to understand a little bit about why one program may
be right and another completely wrong, it would be helpful to get
a glimpse of the processing equipment that’s in charge of the
situation...

...your brain.

Now, the masters of the past had no such information about the processing of the brain,
brain wiring, the triune brain, synapsing or anything else related to modern scientific
understanding for that matter.  All they had was the ability to observe what was happening
within themselves and others under the impulse of fear and stress.

And yet they were able to pass on lessons that can now be validated by modern scientists.
Not in how the process is described but in how the knowledge is put to use.  In fact, from my
experience and understanding...

...they are virtually the same.

In either case, you have three choices.  You can either...

1) Repeat the “observation” paradigm used by the martial arts masters of the past.

2) Go through medical school, then on to focus on the field of neuroscience, and learn how
the brain works.  Or,...

3) Find a self-defense expert who doesn’t overlook natural response in the way he or she
teaches.

Of course, the first one is the least expensive in terms of actual financial cost.  But, it does
require that you routinely expose yourself to danger.  How else will you get the opportunity to
watch how you and others respond to the way your body processes the impulses and
information during those few brief seconds of a violent attack?

In fact, one of my former teachers jokingly outlined a program by which you could
completely circumvent the need to involve yourself in an organized and formal program for
learning self-defense.

Please note that this was outlined in jest but...

...countless fighters who have grown up on the “mean-streets” of our inner-cities and more
depressed areas, have been trained using a variation of this method.

When attempting to learn how to function and respond under pressure in a real-world
self-defense situation, you could follow the following steps...
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1) Identify and visit an establishment where a large number of people gather to engage in
primal activities under the influence of mind-altering substances like alcohol.  A bar will do fine.

2) Next, locate an individual who seems to be at a heightened, negative emotional state and
engage this person in conversation that will stimulate their desire to respond to you with
physical violence.  In other words, find an angry drunk and talk about his mom or significant
other in a way that makes him want to attack you.

3) Do your best to evade and otherwise protect yourself from the physical barrage of fists,
feet, and perhaps a broken bottle or other weapon.

4) Check out of the hospital (if possible) and allow yourself to heal.

5) Repeat steps 1 through 4 until you can consistently win and, of course...

...step 4 is no longer necessary!

Sounds funny, I know.  But, this formula, in some form, is what was used by experts from
hundreds of years ago if they...

1) Lived long enough to learn from their previous experiences, and...

2) Were to learn what they needed to know to continue surviving in battle after battle.

I don’t know about you but, even with my own past experience, this is NOT the method of
choice for most of us.  Neither is the second choice of going through medical school.

Can you imagine taking six or more years of your life just learning how you operate so that
you could choose the right self-defense program?  But then again...

...how much time have you spent postponing your training for any number of reasons?

Either way, while you’re doing something else...

...YOU’RE NOT LEARNING HOW TO BE SAFE - RIGHT NOW!

So, here we are at option three.  You hold in your hands (or on your hard drive), the most
important pieces of the puzzle.  I’ve done the work and, quite frankly, you don’t really have to
know how any of this stuff works - just that it DOES work.  Right?

It’s like the concept of electricity.  We don’t have to know how it works to know that, if I flip a
switch on the wall, the lights come on.

And, this topic is no different.  Well, it is a little different.

We don’t have hundreds of ideas about how to turn the lights on.  We only had to learn one.

This is not so in the world of self-defense training though.  It seems that everyone with an
idea or need to be an expert has an idea about how to do it.
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Okay, enough said.  Back to our look at the triple-brain.

The triune brain concept points out that, instead of one
brain, we actually have three separate and distinct, but
interconnected, brains in our heads.  And, each of these brains
developed at a different time throughout the evolutionary
process (not just for humans) and handles very different
functions.

The oldest brain is known as the R-complex.  The “R”
stands for reptilian and is present in every animal from worms to humans.  It can best be
described physically as that “bump” at the top of the spinal cord.

The reptilian brain is in charge of the most basic “urges” like eating, sex, defense, and the
like.  It’s here that we find what might be called “instinct.”

When looking at the most primal responses to danger in the animal world, we see that there
are basically three possible responses to an impulse.  They are...

1) Fight it (to beat it)

2) Flee from it (to escape from it)

3) Freeze in the face of it (to disappear from it)

Since all animals share this type of brain, each one, including
humans, possess these three basic options.  And the way a particular
animal executes this primal programming, is also hardwired to that
animal and the natural defensive armament of the species.

In humans, we can see how this works with an untrained,
unprepared, target of assault.

While each person does have access at the deepest levels of each
of the above responses, other factors such as whether they see

themselves as basically weak or strong, and others, place a big part in which response is
defaulted to.

But, for illustrative purposes, let’s just look at how the average person would do each out of
a purely instinctive response to the danger.  Working in reverse order, they...

A) Freeze in place, shuddering and shaking and most likely recoiling their limbs in to
instinctively cover the life-sustaining organs or covering the head
(depending on where the attacker’s weapon is positioned - if the victim is
even looking).  Muscle contraction pulls everything in and immobilizes
(except for the intense energy that causes them to shake uncontrollably in
the face of, what they have already consciously or unconsciously decided
was a no-win situation) the body.

B) Backs away or takes off running in an attempt to put enough distance
between themselves and the danger.  At the most instinctive levels, the
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direction of running is not important; only that the direction is “away” from the danger.  Which is
why many victims end up running into the path of oncoming traffic or another assailant that went
unseen.  From a theoretical standpoint, running is a good idea...

...as long as you are CAPABLE of running.

Just as “climbing a fence,” and many other tactics that have been freely passed out as
options from well-meaning experts, the ability to employ any given tactic comes WAY before the
decision to actually use it.

I’ve done talks for elderly folks and when asked what they could do to defend themselves,
the options to run or climb is almost always included in their responses.  It isn’t until I ask
whether they CAN run or climb in the physical state that they’re in RIGHT NOW, that everyone
starts to focus on the reality of their own condition.

C) They could stand and fight.  But, contrary to the typical image of what that “fighting”
would look like, when under the autonomic control of the reptilian brain, there is little to no
rhyme or reason behind our attacks outside of random swinging, biting and perhaps kicking.
There is no so-called “form” or style driving what we do.

In fact, my analogy for describing what this looks like is similar to two kids standing face to
face and flailing their arms at each other.  Remember that, to the reptilian brain, there is only
pain, pleasure, and comfort (very neutral and without significant impulse).  So, there can’t be
any reason for hitting other than to repel pain.

The Adrenal Response training programs that are out there, like the F.A.S.T. Program and
such, focus primarily on this fight-or-flight mechanism.  And, while their theory is, for the
most-part, sound, there leaves a lot to be desired...

...liability issues notwithstanding!

The biggest thing that the adrenal response people miss is that, all of the above options
ARE adrenal responses to danger...

...ALL OF THEM!

While this adrenal response, triggered solely by the fight-or-flight mechanism, can be and is
a very effective part of the overall picture,...

...what happens when we perceive an attack that ISN’T one?

You see; the way we “see” or perceive something - the way it looks to us - determines how
certain parts of our brain fire.  The resulting chain of events, set into motion, can and often do,
cause us to do very different things entirely.

This can be seen even without the self-defense paradigm.  It can be seen every time any
group of people are in any given situation together and walk away with completely different
explanations about that event.  What makes the difference for each - what determines each
person’s experience - is a complex series of variables that were predetermined for that person
PRIOR to this event.  Couple this with the fact that each person’s mood was different, their
preferences - likes and dislikes - associated with the event as-well-as the other people, objects,
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colors, etc., present, and we have the makings of a problem for any program that does not offer
more choices than...

...GET HIM!

That leads us to the next part of our brain.  What some people call “brain 2,” the old
mammalian brain actually surrounds the reptilian brain.  This part of the brain developed as
mammals evolved with the need to respond to their environments for survival in new ways.  This
part of the brain is responsible for perception and recognition, planning, and feelings.

Think about the differences between lizards, frogs, and
birds and those of mammals like dogs, cats, horses (but not
chimps).  Where one group is limited by instinct, the other is
capable of adapting very quickly to not only its surrounding but
is subject to learning in order to facilitate that adaptation.  In
other words...

...they think on a higher, conscious, level about those
things that lower animals do not.

As an example, let’s take hunger.  The reptilian brain recognizes hunger.  That’s it.  It
recognizes hunger and then sends a signal to the other systems that govern finding, killing, and
eating it.

This is very different from the way most of us handle this same thing.  Our R-complex brain
“recognizes” that we’re hungry.  When we stop to “think” about it, we “realize” that we’ve been
hungry for a while and that pain we’ve been feeling is probably a danger sign related to this
hunger.  Now, we decide that we “need” to eat. (Which is different from the primal urge of
“wanting” to eat!)

Aha!  Perhaps we’re on to something here.

Perhaps there’s a difference between fighting and self-defense at their most basic levels.
Perhaps there’s a difference between “wanting” to fight because you “want” something else
(recognition, reward, etc.), and “needing” to fight because you recognize something that goes
beyond the primitive experience (your self-value, your responsibility and love for others, other’s
dependence on you, etc.).

Interesting wouldn’t you say?

Okay, admit it.  Did you really think you were going to run into this kind of information in a
book about self-defense?

As for the so-called Third Brain, the neocortex, this is where all that other stuff is processed
that I was alluding to in the “needing to fight” descriptions.  This is where the most complex of
human functions belong.  Things like...

A) Spoken Language (body language and things like tone and inflection are handled at a
lower level)...

B) Social concepts and associations
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C) Music appreciation

D) Art, etc.

This is the part of the brain that handles philosophy, theory, and the abstract connections of
perception and conceptualization.  For the most part, I leave this area alone when I’m covering
self-defense.  It’s not because I don’t cover things like what to do, what to say, etc.  It’s
because...

...they just DON’T MATTER as much!

And, quite frankly, you can pick up the same books that I have and learn a new move or get
another idea about what to say in any given situation.

No.  What I use this part of MY brain for, and suggest that you do the same, is to verify the
information that you are getting and not just blindly accept things to be so just because
somebody with a black belt of a few cool tricks sounds like they might know what they’re talking
about.

In fact, I’ll tell you now what I should have stated at the beginning of this book.  It’s the same
thing that I tell all of my students.  Ready?

EVERYTHING IN THIS BOOK IS CRAP!

It is.  Until...

...YOU check it out and make it work for YOU!

Until then, it’s absolutely worthless.  Just like that lesson you had in school where you had to
memorize all of the State’s names and their capitals.  Remember?

I didn’t think so.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Okay.  Now that we know there are three brains in our head, so what?

Exactly.  So what?

The question is, what does all this have to do with learning self-defense tactics, strategies,
and philosophy in such a way that it will work?  And, the answer is...

...EVERYTHING!

When you understand how you process information, more specifically, different types of
information, you can then cut through the bull and get what you need.  And not only get what
you need, but, you can get it in a form that will work.  Because, that’s the way it works.
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You see, and I think you already know this, no amount of theory can change something that
is what it is.  No amount of theory or believing to the contrary will make gravity suddenly go
away.  So, anyone who tries to come up with a way to throw or drop an attacker that doesn’t
take gravity into account (consciously or subconsciously), isn’t living in a place I call reality.

And just as theory or belief cannot make something so that isn’t, a self-defense technique or
strategy that runs contrary to the way either we or our assailant works on a base level, will work
when we need it to.  Period.

KEEPING IT SIMPLE

Let’s look at the triune brain information again.  But this time, let’s simplify it so much that we
can see how information flows between the parts without having to be a neuroscientist, okay?

You see, the way human beings learn best is generally by...

Doing first...

...then thinking about it to understand it...

...and finally we have a feeling about it - we like it, dislike it, or it remains neutral to us.

This is the basic model for teaching martial arts and self-defense.  We learn our moves first;
then we work to understand the “how” and “why” of them; and finally, we make an emotional
decision about them and end up with those we favor and those we don’t like at all.

So, what’s the problem?

The problem is this...

...We operate in the real world...in EXACTLY the OPPOSITE direction!

That’s right.  We learn one way and we operate in a completely different way.

When our brains receive any input from our senses (including our conceptualization center -
our own imagination), we decide whether we like it (it feels good), we don’t like it (feels bad), or
it’s neither (neutral, ignored).  This is not the higher order thinking that justifies “why” we like,
dislike, etc., this is just the impulse of pain/danger, pleasure/comfort, etc.

Then, based on what we think we know about the “thing” and what we can do, we go into
action and respond to it physically.

So, when learning, the formula is DO-THINK-FEEL.  But, when responding to our inner and
outer worlds on a day-to-day level, the formula is FEEL-THINK-DO.

And that, my friend, is why most martial arts and self-defense programs are wrong or at the
very least not providing the type of training that you need to learn not only the right stuff but...

...in the least amount of time possible.
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This is not to say that there aren’t short self-defense programs out there.  There are.  But
not because you can learn self-defense from these programs in that amount of time.  They’re
out there because...

...people “want” (there’s that damn reptilian brain again!) a short course because they
believe they can learn it that fast.

The idea is, show me and I’ll remember it.

So, who’s really at fault here; self-defense experts who offer substandard programs and
lessons or the people who want the easiest, feel-good, fix?

And of course the answer is...

...BOTH!

The question that you need to ask yourself is...

...do I want what will make me feel good, or do I want to feel good because I got what I
needed?

Your answer says a whole lot about which part of your brain that drives you.

EDR: Non-martial Arts Defensive TrainingTM

Over the years, I have been teaching a martial art that fulfills all of the criteria that we’ve
been discussing.  I know this to be true because of my experience, both before I started training
in the arts and after when I have had to use what I’ve learned.

Still, I have been approached again and again by those who’s only experience with martial
arts has been of the sport variety.  To them, all martial arts are the same and without looking,
made the assumption that mine was no different.

These folks knew they needed self-defense training but knew that karate as they had
encountered it, was not it.  Even subconsciously, they knew that what they were looking at didn’t
match the kinds of attacks and violence they had seen in the real world.

I heard again and again that they wanted to learn “just enough” to be handle most situations.
They wanted to be able to feel confident that they could take care of themselves if they ever
needed to.  And, they wanted all this without having to commit to years of training in a martial art
with all the fancy punching, kicking, uniforms, belts, and military-like discipline involved.

So, I created a program that fulfilled those needs.

Do I still teach authentic Japanese Ninjutsu training?  Absolutely.  It is the most
comprehensive system for dealing with all of the facets of conflict resolution that I have ever
encountered.  And, it is there for everyone who wants more than they ever thought possible
from either a martial arts or self-defense program.
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But, I realized that there was a whole group of people who wanted and needed something
that they didn't see available.  Many of these people knew and trusted both me and my abilities
but couldn’t get past their own perception of “martial arts.”  They knew that they needed to take
care of this part of their lives but didn’t know where to go.

In response, I sat down with all of this information that I have - over three decades worth of
knowledge and training - information about, not only self-defense techniques but, human
psycho-emotional response (stress), natural human response to danger, the learning process,
and more.  I also took into account the way people described the experience they wanted and
the words they used to describe that experience so they would recognize the program when
they saw it.

After careful planning and work to make sure that the new program had all of the necessary
elements - that it had both what people said they “wanted” and what I knew they “needed” - I
came up with...

EDR: Non-Martial Arts Defense Training.

EDR stands for “Emotion-based Defensive Response.  In all honesty, that’s the part that
matters most.  EDR is called non-martial arts training partly because of the common perception
of the martial arts and also because the format in which we teach is outside the common format
used in karate schools.

Instead of karate uniforms, we wear a professional sport shirt with the EDR logo and slacks
or shorts.  Classes are informal both in tone and structure.  There is no military-like discipline
with students lined up for bowing and shouts of power.

There is only an intense focus on making sure that students and participants get exactly
what they are there for...

...real-world training that can be learned quickly and easily and that is dependable, safe, and
liability-conscious.

After all, the last thing you want in this age of law suits, is to successful defend yourself
against an assailant only to find yourself in jail or in court being sued for damages by the same
attacker who went out of his or her way to take your money, dignity, pride, or life!

EDR combines both of the formulas we discussed earlier in a way that allows you to use
your natural learning process while programming your responses in a way that links them to
specific emotional triggers.  So, rather than having memorized strings of moves that will be
forgotten under stress or a blind, adrenaline-induced - jump-on-them-and-hope-for-the-best -
strategy that could result in you damaging an innocent person or getting sued or jailed for going
too far in your defense...

EDR provides options that combine both techniques and adrenal response in a way that
allows the third part of the brain, the associative part, to choose the best defense for the
situation.
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And, the best part is that, the basic lessons of EDR, the level one certification material, can
be learned in a matter of hours instead of the months or years it could take in a martial arts
academy...

...except mine.  (Yes, that was a bit of shameless self-promotion but, if I don’t tell you that I
have the information you need, how would you find out?)

After the basic program, students desiring to add lessons for handling specific types of
attacks may choose to get the information through attending live seminars, camps and
workshops, or by purchasing the products that will teach that information as they become
available.

That being said, lets move on and take a look at the basic lessons that provide the
foundation for EDR.
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Strategies that Work the Way YOU Do
The Secret of ‘Natural Human Response’

The primary philosophy of EDR says that, since human beings are controlled by their
emotional responses to sensory input FIRST, that all subsequent strategies, tactics, and
techniques should be based on them.  That way, not only is the technique learned but that
technique is wired to the emotional response that will be triggered in a confrontation.

But, how do we know which emotion to tie it to.  I thought fear was the trigger and therefor
the only one I had to worry about.

While fear is the motivating trigger that occurs internally to signal the need for response, we
need to look further to see that this fear actually presents itself in several basic forms.  And, it is
these forms, themselves a result of other prompters, which we can work with and use to
categorize all of the techniques and strategies that we might employ in our defense.

THE FOUR BASIC EMOTIONAL RESPONSE MODES

In EDR, we speak of response modes.  In the warrior tradition that forms the foundation and
acts as a source for much of this program, there is a set of codes called the five elements that
are used to classify “things,” including the emotions according to their qualities and
characteristics.

In EDR, these so-called elements are called Response Modes.  Each mode is actually a
way of operating when under one of the basic emotional states.  The idea is that, when our
bodies and minds are under the influence of these very powerful emotional drivers, we are only
capable of doing certain actions and mental functions well.  It’s not that you can’t do anything
else, but the effect that each emotion has on your muscles, heart rate, breathing, and such,
make certain actions more difficult than others.  EDR recognizes this issue and categorizes
practically everything you learn according to these modes and states.

There are four basic emotional response modes in the EDR system.  Each so-called ‘mode’
corresponds to one of the base emotional responses that we humans might default to when
under the stress of an attack situation.

The following descriptions outline each mode and offer some basic ideas for handling
common situations in a way that allows you to be true to the state you’re in, rather than
conforming to a particular style or idea about how you “should” handle it.  And, since we are
constantly encountering different things from moment to moment - which means that our
emotional state changes just as often - it’s important to see each of these modes as being of
equal value.  Neither is good or bad in and of itself but offers a set of options for you when
you’re under the influence of a particular emotional state.

While you may recognize certain states as being more “natural” for you, each should be
seen as an option and the more options and choices you have in any situation, the greater your
chances of success.
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THE CONFIDENT RESPONSE MODE

This emotional state is rather stable and unmoving.  We have a feeling of being in-charge
and rather fearless.  We are calm and in-control - but not stubborn.  In the “fight-or-flight” model,
this response mode is on the “fight” extreme as there is no doubt about your ability to control the
situation.

In this mode, we don’t feel the need to take action for the most part and, if action is
necessary, is strong, deliberate, and takes a firm control over the situation.  In fact, under the
influence of this mode of operating, most threats and hostility are ignored or handled with the
most minimal of intervention.

The point here is that, whatever the trouble, it’s just not seen as that big of a deal.  What
other people fear is handled with precision, command of the situation, and a sense of authority.
It’s not that what’s happening isn’t a danger, it is; it’s just that you perceive it as something that
will be easy to handle.

As an extreme example, we could see ourselves being confronted by an angry six-year-old.
As the youngster flails with his arms in an attempt to hit us, we simply put our hand on his head
and keep him at arm’s length.  We know that, since our reach is greater than his, there’s no way
he can hit us.

This is all done from a state of calm with no feeling of jumping back and giving a loud karate
yell before kicking him in the head with one of your way-cool kicks.

By extension, we can see that there are many people in the world - I’m sure you can think of
at least one or two in your own life, that, if they threatened to hurt you, you would probably feel
like laughing rather than feeling afraid.  But, on some level at least, there is the recognition that,
even an idiot can hurt you; so we take proper defensive precautions.

Contrary to the “strike-first/strike-hard” mentality of many karate-style programs, EDR
recognizes that, not only are there different situations, but there are different levels of threat
across similar types of situations.  Yes, ultimately a punch is a punch.  However, the way
someone punches; as-well-as the reason behind it and many other factors all work together to
produce a BEST response for THAT particular situation.

That’s why, when I’m asked what I would do if someone tried to, let’s say, punch me in the
face, I would first ask questions like...

1) “Why is he trying to punch me in the face?” (Is he angry at me or flailing in my direction?)

2) “How is he punching at me?”  (Is the punch a hook, jab, or some stylized strike that he
learned somewhere?)

3) “Where am I?”  (My responses in my local area where the reputations of myself, my
students, and the school are concerned, will be different than if I’m off somewhere on vacation
where nobody knows me.)

4) “Other than the law of self-defense, are there any rules or regulations that I have to worry
about?” (Am I a security guard or corrections officer?)  Is there a policy that says that I’ll get
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fired for fighting EVEN in the event of self-defense?  (Am I a bodyguard, police officer, or private
citizen?)

All of these variables matter, not only because of some abstract notion like the law, but
because these abstract notions have already encoded our brains to temper its response around
them.

The Confident Response Mode can also be used to deal with a verbal attack.  Have you
ever had anyone yelling at you?  For some, the standard response is to yell back in an attempt
to overwhelm them and shut them down.

When under the influence of this emotional state though, you’re relaxed and calm.  You wait.
You wait for them to pause, either to think or to take a breath before saying...

“Are you finished?”

“When you can speak to me like a human being and not like a dog, we can talk.  Until then,
this conversation is over.”

I have a friend who told me a story about an incident that occurred at home.  According to
him, he was watching TV and somewhere in there, his wife had asked if he would take out the
garbage after his show was over.  While he has no recollection of the request, he must have
agreed because hours later she was angry... Very angry!  So much so that he found himself on
the verge of an argument.

He thought about how silly it was that his wife was attacking him with anger over something
as simple as a garbage bag that needed to be carried a couple of steps.  So, right in the middle
of her ranting he said, “Stop.”

Then, very calmly, he proceeded to ask her, “Will you be angry at me for this in an hour?”

Looking at him with squinting eyes, still flaming, she said, “I don’t know.  Why?!”

He continued with, “How about tomorrow?  Will you still be angry about this tomorrow?”

Beginning to look confused by his tone and direction, she relaxed a bit and said, “I don’t
know?”

Again, he added, “How about next week, next month, or a year from now?  Will you still be
angry then?”

Cocking her hip to the side with a “you’re a smart ass” look on her face, she admitted,
“probably not.”

To this he then suggested, with the same flat, calm tone, “why don’t you start now?  We’ll
both feel better about it.”

And it was over.

The following examples show some basic EDR defenses against attacks using this
Confident Response Mode.  Notice how the defender is using strong positioning, instead of
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brute force, to control the assailant.  What you can’t see in these photographs, and a crucial
part of the overall defense, is how the defender feels inside.

During some of my live classes and programs, I teach a group of exercises that I call,
“Developing Your Emotions as Tools for Self-Defense.”  Each of the exercises is designed to
lead you through visualizations for bringing up and linking each emotional state, including this
one, so that you’ll be able to recognize it when it occurs naturally in your day-to-day encounters.

Basic EDR Slap Defense

The scenario begins with the defender, feeling a
sense of control, watching as the attacker advances,
threatening to deliver a high slap.  It’s important to
remember that the defender doesn’t perceive the
assailant to be an overwhelming threat.  It also
conveys his desire, right up to the moment of the
attack, to do everything to neutralize the aggression of
his attacker from a non-threatening pose.

Knowing that he possesses the stronger
position, the defender merely lifts his forearm into
the path of the incoming slap to stop and damage
the assailant’s arm.  Note that his free hand is in
place to cover against a possible follow-up attack.
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Single-Hand Wrist Grab Defense #1

From the calm, Confident Mode, the defender uses
non-threatening body language to “talk-down” an
assailant who is showing signs of physical aggression.
Notice the distance that the defender has placed between
himself and his opponent.  This coupled with the strategic
placement of his hands to both communicate and act as
cover - makes it very difficult for the assailant to deliver
the punch he is showing.

Unable to use a direct attack, the assailant chooses to
grab the defender’s extended wrist with his “mirror-side”
hand as a means to control and prevent his victim’s
escape.  Now he is in a much better position from which to
punch.

Rather than attempt to get tied up in a conventional
“block-punch” scenario as seen in many conventional
self-defense systems, the defender chooses to use a
scientific approach.  He uses a concentrated tactic
which allows him to easily slip from his assailant’s grip
while shifting away from the intended punching attack.
By doing this, he simultaneously slips from his
attacker’s grip AND maintains a safe distance away
from a possible follow up from the assailant’s right
hand.
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Single-Hand Wrist Grab Defense #2

From the calm, Confident Mode, the defender
attempts to control the situation without resorting to
physical aggression.  Again, notice the distance that the
defender has placed between himself and his opponent.
As always, the strategic placement of his hands to both
communicate and act as cover - forces his assailant to
have to take an indirect route if he truly wants to
advance.

This time, the assailant chooses to grab the defender’s
extended wrist with his “cross-side,” or opposite-side,
hand as a means of controlling his victim’s balance and
ability to defend against the follow-up punch.

Rather than attempt to out-muscle his attacker, the
defender uses the knuckles of his free hand to “knock”
on the smaller bones of his assailant’s grabbing hand.
The pain caused by this technique causes the
attacker’s hand to open instinctively, allowing the
defender to pull his hand free without the need to fight.
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2-Hand Wrist Grab Defense

This time, the defender is using a shielding position
to communicate his desire to not fight.  It is impossible
to show in the context of static pictures, that he is also
engaged in the dissuasion phase of the 6 Phases
Strategy.

Regardless of where he is in his defensive strategy,
he cannot forget that his assailant can choose to initiate
at any time.  So, it will important that he remains aware
of what the attacker is doing at all times.

This time, the assailant chooses to grab both of the
defender’s raised wrists with a direct, restraining attack, in
attempt to control his victim’s movements.

Again using a more scientific approach, the
defender neutralizes his attacker’s strength by slipping
his own hands sideways (opposite his assailant’s
power-line).  He breaks his opponent’s grip on his
wrists by smashing the attacker’s own thumbs against
each other again-and-again until he is free to move
away to safety.
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THE DEFENSIVE RESPONSE MODE

Can you remember a time when you were perhaps in front of a police officer, the school
principal, your boss, or even your spouse?  You had been caught doing something you
shouldn’t have and were now being “called on the carpet?”  Remember that feeling, way down
deep in your gut - that “sick-in-the-stomach” feeling?  Remember how your body almost pulled
you backwards - maybe you could even feel yourself rocking toward your heels as the body
tried to get you out of there?  But, you knew in your mind that, if you walked away, you’d be in
even more trouble.

Remember?

Or perhaps you remember a time when a friend or other person snuck up on you and
startled you.  Remember how your body recoiled away from the surprise as your mind tried to
see what was going on.  Perhaps even your arms or hands came up to cover you face or head.

These are examples of the “flight” response that drives the Defensive Response Mode.  As
a natural response to danger, the actions created by the mind cause the body to instinctively...

1) Move away from the danger...

2) Blade the body - turning life-sustaining organs away from the attack, and...

3) Use the limbs to cover whatever is perceived to be the target.

When used properly in conjunction with awareness of surroundings, this emotional state is
used to create much-needed time and space in a situation.  It is very adaptive and can appear
to have the quality of “trickiness.”  We have a feeling of being overwhelmed by the size and
speed of our assailant or the type of attack he or she is using.  We are anxious and unsure -
feeling a need to put as much distance as possible between ourselves and the bad guy.

In this mode, we don’t feel like we have the ability to use strength or the positioning of the
Confident Mode against our attacker.  And, we really aren’t even thinking about this fact when
we’re responding.  It’s as if our body takes on a life of its own and instinctively pulls us away
from the incoming danger.

In response to this feeling of emotional overwhelm, the Defensive Response Mode is one
where we can learn to create distance through the use of angles and distance.  From our new
position of safety out of reach of our assailant, we can now decide to continue creating more
distance by running or, if running is not an option, to look for weakness in our opponent’s
attacks so that we might exploit them.

As an extreme example, we could see ourselves being confronted by an angry bodybuilder.
Instead of the calm confidence we had against the six-year-old when under the influence of the
Confident Mode, we feel that familiar feeling that causes us to instinctively back up in response
to his advance.  Flinching, wincing, and covering are all examples of this retreating into the
Defensive Mode.  This all done from an instinctive fear of getting hit and damaged.

By extension, we can see that there are many people in the world - I’m sure you can think of
at least one or two in your own life, that just thinking of the idea that they would attack you,
begins to produce, at least to a small degree, that gut-level response.  There are probably lots
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of situations that, out of a need to avoid feeling this anxiety, you have completely put out of your
mind so that you don’t have the feeling when you think about them.

Just as with the previous mode, the Defensive Response Mode can also be used to deal
with a verbal attack.  The habitual response for many is to simply yell back when being attacked
this way.  But, what usually ends up happening is that both people are focused so much on
what they are saying - completely ignoring their “opponent’s” comments - that all that is created
is more chaos.  The result is that either...

1) A solution is never reached, or...

2) The loudest person wins through shear overwhelm, or...

3) One person runs out of steam and gives up.

When under the influence of this emotional state though, you feel the pressure of your
attacker’s advances.  But, because it does bother you, and because you have a desire to fix the
problem at-hand, you begin to focus on what your opponent is saying.  From a position of
mentally distancing yourself, not from the situation but your own need to “jump-in”, you listen
with kind of an observer’s perspective.

While listening to their ranting, you identify those things that are wrong or misrepresented.
You leave the “truths” - the things they’re right about - alone (a problem that a lot of people
have).  In an attempt to be “right,” they can find themselves digging an even deeper hole by
saying things that are simply the opposite of what the other has said.)  Here, just as in a
physical confrontation, we’re looking for the weaknesses - the openings in the other’s attack.

Then, when we’re ready, we verbally interrupt their attack and direct our responses at only
those lies, bluffs, or other weaknesses in their argument that we identified earlier.  The effect is
that we put them on the defensive with little chance of success because they will be forced to
deal with, not only you, but their own misjudgment.

Here’s an example that occurred about a year or so ago right in my academy.  It will
illustrate this defensive mode, not so much because I was afraid of the assailant, but because I
needed to keep distance between he and I in order to sort out a problem that had occurred in
which he and one of my staff assistants were engaged in.

It seems that this individual had come into the academy in response to an ad that we had
placed.  The offer included a free month of training with enrollment into one of our regular
programs.  There were also certain requirements (like a job, mental stability, etc.) that are now
required of all new students at the academy.

It seems that, in the middle of the enrollment that my staff guy was conducting, it became
evident that not only did this individual not have a job, but that he was, at thirty-something, still
living at home with his mother and was drawing disability due to mental illness.  At this point, my
staff member informed the individual that he could not enroll due to his financial situation and
that we would need a letter from his doctor saying that he would not be a danger to himself or
others as a result of taking the classes.

To this, the individual agreed.  I was then informed and told the staff member that he was
correct and had followed my procedures for such cases.
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No problem, right?  End-of-story.

NOT!

Within a half an hour the individual was back in the academy demanding his free month of
classes.  His claim was that he didn't need a job or money to get a free month.

I walked in as he was getting louder and louder, ignoring my staff member’s attempts at
repeating the reasons, discussed earlier, as to why he was not eligible for enrolling in the
academy, let alone getting a free month.

My first action was to position myself behind the counter so as not to be perceived as a
threat to this individual but to also create a barrier (cover) between he and I should he attempt
anything as I was now making myself the target of his assault.

In response to my verifying the policy, he began shouting about false advertising to which a
first resorted to a confident response - I told him to leave.

He said, “You can’t make me leave.  This is a public place.”

To which replied, “This is not a public place, this is a private club and only members or
prospective members are allowed with permission.”

To this, he became verbally threatening, claiming that he kick everyone’s ass in the
academy.  “I don’t need this anyway.  I can kick your ass too!”

Later I found out that half of the student’s watching expected me to jump over the counter
and physically remove this guy from the academy - the other half was actually afraid for me.
Says a lot for each person’s natural response to danger, even when it’s not directed at them,
wouldn’t you say?

Anyway.  I just listened to him for a minute, also recognizing that familiar churning in my gut
that signaled a concern for this individual’s erratic nature.

After he went on again about how skilled he already was, I broke into his tirade and simply
asked him...

“If you can beat everybody here - if you can kick my ass, why do you want to be here?”  I
continued with, “We certainly can’t teach you anything if you’re already that good, right?”

His response was nothing but, “Well...”, and a switch into a stumbling for words.

During this moment of mental unbalance (that I created, not that he came in with!), I told him
he’d have to leave.  In one final attempt to get his way, he threatened to sue me or call the
police because “I” threatened him.

Since the situation was obviously now under my control...

...I offered him the phone to call either.  And reminded him that his mental history would
really be a real help to me during all of the legal proceedings.
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He left and I haven’t seen him since.

While the Defensive Mode allows you to escape situations where the assailant is already on
you, it works best when combined with a sense of awareness.  Since it works to create time
through an increase in distance from the danger, it would only stand to reason that you will have
a greater advantage if you can become aware of the danger at an earlier stage (remember the 6
Phases from earlier?).

The following examples show some basic EDR defenses against attacks using this
Defensive Response Mode.  Notice how the defender is his body weight-in-motion and angling,
instead of blindly covering and hoping the strikes don’t land, to outmaneuver the assailant and
expose the attacker’s own weak points.  As in the previous examples for the Confident Mode,
what these photographs can’t convey is the defender’s own emotional state that drives him to
move and protect himself as he does.

Again, working on developing your emotions as tools for self-defense, especially focusing on
exercises for recognizing the emotional drivers of the Defensive Mode, will help.  Only when you
can recognize these drives within yourself and allow your body to queue you as to which mode
you’re in, will you be able to protect yourself naturally and not have to memorize moves that will
be forgotten in a stressful situation in the first place.

2-Hand Lapel Grab

Here, the defender observes, at the last-second, that the
aggressor’s arm-movement is getting too-close for comfort.
He begins to bring his own hands into play for cover as his
own emotional state begins to change from “confident” to
“defensive overwhelm.”

The assailant’s grab shoves violently against the
defender’s upper body - placing him in a very dangerous
position.
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Going with both his attacker’s shoving energy and
his body’s own natural reaction to the sudden intrusion,
the defender falls away and sinks to catch and stabilize
his own balance.  He turns his body flat, so that he can
increase his own reach and finds his assailant’s sternal
notch (the soft, skin-covered, “opening” in the throat at
the top of the breast bone).

Now that he has regained his balance and strength,
the defender uses his superior position and reach over his
assailant.  With the help of the larger muscles in his legs,
he rocks in, applying in and downward pressure on the
attacker’s throat.  The attacker’s own body assists with
this technique as it naturally pulls him away from the
damage - thereby aiding the defender with his escape.
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In this close-up of photo #3 above, it
becomes easy to see how the
defender’s flattened position makes it
difficult for his attacker to hold on.  It
also takes advantage of the increase
in reach, allowing him to find his
target.

From his position of safety, the
defender is free to carry out his own
counter technique, freeing himself
from his attacker’s grasp.  Notice how
he continues to control and protect
himself against the assailant’s arms
throughout the technique.



Punch Defense

In this technique, the defender observes his assailant
wind up to deliver a punch with his balled right fist.  He
immediately begins to allow his body’s natural defensive
response to pull him away and bring his arms up to cover
against the impending attack.

The defender’s
body movement, fueled by his body’s instinctive reaction
to not be damaged, pulls him to a safe distance out of
reach of his attacker’s punching arm.  His position also
provides a natural cover against any possible follow-up
from the attacker’s right hand or leg.

The defender immediately takes advantage of his
better position and, before the assailant can respond with
another attack, he rocks in over his lead knee, shoving
his extended fingers toward his opponent’s eyes.  His
sudden shift in strategy from pulling away to attacking,
causes the attacker to pull away defensively in an
attempt to protect his own targets.

With his attacker safely off balance, the defender is
now free to deliver a fight-ending attack of his own to the a
the groin of his opponent.  Note how the defender
continues to threaten his assailant’s eyes even as he
executes the kick.  This way, the opponent is forced to
“stay-put” and unaware of the incoming leg.
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‘Bear-Hug’ Body-Grab Defense

Once again, the defender is taken “off-guard” as his
assailant surprises him with a body-pinning “bear-hug”
attack from behind.

Instead of fighting
against his opponent’s strength and taking advantage of
his own body’s folded position as it rebels against the
assault, the defender applies crushing pressure against
the small bones on the back of the attacker’s hand.

Taking advantage of the momentary surprise and
pain felt by the assailant, who instinctively opens his
hands to neutralize the damage, the defender shifts
away into a defensive position, opening up the attacker
for a counter attack.

From his new position, safely away from any possible
follow-up, the defender delivers a series of damaging
elbow strikes to his assailant’s ribs, gut, or face.
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While the attacker is still reeling from the
blows to his midsection and face, the defender
takes advantage of the moment to shift back
and away in order to assess the situation and
whether or not there is a need for further action
on his part.

THE COMMITTED RESPONSE MODE

This strategy is, in essence, almost identical to what is being taught be the Adrenal
Response instructors.  The difference being that, in EDR this is AN option, and in programs like
F.A.S.T.TM, it’s the ONLY option.

As you might guess, this is definitely a “fight” response.  For whatever reason...

...lack of time...

...too many attackers...

...nowhere to run...

...can’t back up, etc.

You choose the “go-for-it” attitude and take the fight to the aggressors.  Without hesitation
and with a firm commitment to damage them and shut down the situation before it fully
develops, you take charge and take the fight to them.

I know that this sounds like you’re the aggressor, and I’m sure that on some level, this is
true.  But, remember that we’re talking about self defense - not fighting.  Understand the
difference?

In a fight, as defined by EDR philosophy, you have two or more individuals who, by mutual
agreement, are at odds with one another - all trying to be “right.”  However, in a self-defense
situation, you may still have one or more aggressors present by mutual agreement and trying to
be right, but...

...THEY’RE ALL ON THE SAME SIDE!

What you have is a situation where at least one of the individuals is an...

...UNWILLING participant...
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...who did not choose to be there and wants nothing more than to GET OUT!

So, the question becomes...

...are you being an aggressor?, or...

...are you using aggression to escape to safety?

If you think about news stories, or perhaps even assaults that you’ve witnessed that, there
are certain situations that, if you don’t act first, you will lose.  I’m a 10th degree black belt and
have been dealing with self-defense situations, both privately and professionally for over thirty
years, and I can still think of situations that, if I don’t act first - if I don’t pre-empt my assailant’s
attack...

...I’ll lose!

And that, is unacceptable.

It’s important to remember though, that we’re not training to become aggressive animals.
The emotional drivers at the heart of this Mode are the same as those that drive other feelings
like love, attraction, and playfulness.  It’s the same driver firing when you’re  really involved in a
game of volleyball, reaching out to hug that friend or loved one you haven’t seen for a while, and
even when you’re trying to get your taxes done under the deadline!

It’s not so much the aggression, as any one of the Response Modes within EDR can be
passive or aggressive, as it is the commitment to action when action is needed.  Hence the
name; Committed Response Mode.

Another important point for you to consider is that, in some incidences, we must fight to
escape.  There is no escape route available except be creating one.  And often that means...

...going THROUGH, not around, our assailant.

Imagine being cornered, with nowhere to run - cut off from safety by one or more attackers.
Gets your heart racing just thinking about it, I bet.  And it should.

Remember “fight, fight, or, freeze”?  Well, here you are limited even more by the situation
and the environment to “fight or freeze.”  So, unless you plan on wrapping your arms around
your head and cowering until they’ve beaten you into unconsciousness (or worse), you have
actually been limited to “fight,” if you want to survive.

The feeling when under the influence of these emotional drivers is one of “go-now!”  You
explode forward, even before the assailant can get his attack off, thereby forcing him to retreat
into a defensive mode.  In many cases, and again tied to being mentally aware of your
surroundings, you don’t even wait for him to launch his attack.

This is, in many ways, the opposite of the Defensive Response Mode in that, instead of
feeling our body pulling us away from the situation, it almost feels like it’s pulling us into it.
There’s no need to cover against the assailant’s attacking limbs because you’re going to get
him before his weapons even come into play.
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Perhaps an example from a day-to-day situation might help to convey this direct, committed
advancement to shut down an attacker before they can get up to speed.  While there are
countless scenarios that could play out like this, the following should be sufficient to give you
the proper understanding and “feel” for what I’m talking about.

Can you recall a time when you were being hounded by someone.  It seemed that every
time you saw them, it was the same thing.  The same complaint, argument, or insistence.  Can
you remember dealing with them, at least once, by short-circuiting them as soon as you saw
them coming?

Perhaps, as soon as you recognized them and before they even began to speak, you
pointed at them and said very firmly...

“...not now!  I’m too busy for that!”  Or,...

“...I’m sick of your $%|+!!!”  (Fill in the blank with your barrage of verbal damage...)

Remember?

Here are a few basic examples of the Committed Response Mode in action.  As a natural
response to danger, the actions created by the mind cause the body to instinctively...

1) Intercept, and even preempt the danger as soon as it’s perceived...

2) Send the limbs out to engage and control the situation first...

3) Completely overwhelm the situation so there is no room for the assailant to do what they
planned.

When used properly in conjunction with awareness of surroundings, this emotional state,
again opposite the Defensive Mode, is used to steal the time and space needed by the assailant
to harm you.  It is very “hot” and direct - causing you to move straight in with little or no concern
for your own safety (if you’re a parent, how would you feel if someone hurt your child?).

We also have little or no regard for the size and speed of our assailant or the type of attack
he or she is using.  We could be angry, but could also be overwhelmed internally by fear -
feeling the need to blast through our assailant in order to escape to safety.

As another example, we could see ourselves being confronted by a mugger.  Instead of the
calm confidence we had against the six-year-old when under the influence of the Confident
Mode, or the need for distance created by the Defensive Mode, we feel ourselves being pulled
into the assailant, knocking him back and down as we run for safety.  Again, this is all done from
an instinctive fear, or overwhelming anger (“how dare you!”) of being forced into such a
situation.

For many, this or any of the other modes, could feel or seem foreign when we discuss them
academically.  Many students express their discomfort with certain response modes during
actual training, calling them “unnatural” or “not them.”  The truth is though, that rather than being
“unnatural,” most often what the student is experiencing is a situation where they are not being
allowed to use their “habitual” responses.
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But, if you take the time to think about those times in your life when you were committed and
direct, you would find that, not only is this a natural response for you, but also that you have
used this mode far more often than you realize.

Remember...

1) Each of these modes, including the Committed Response Mode, is an option.

2) Each mode is automatically driven by your internal danger-management systems.

3) You need only recognize what mode you’re in to use it (it’s not mentally selected by you).

Up to now, I’ve been describing the Committed Mode as a response which allows you to
escape situations where you “take the fight to him” instead of waiting for it.  But, inevitably, there
may be a situation where the assailant IS already on you, as in the case of many rapes where
the assailant is a date bringing her home or she wakes up to find the attacker already on her.

In this case, the “fire” of the Committed Mode causes your assailant to feel as if a bomb just
went off in his arms as you unleash your wrath on him so suddenly that he has no time to react
to the sudden shift in demeanor.  Before he can even realize his mistake, he is feeling the
damage and pain from your blows, and finds himself recoiling away in an attempt to protect...

...HIMSELF!

Review the following examples of some basic EDR defenses against attacks using the
Committed Response Mode.  Notice how the defender takes the fight to the assailant without
hesitation, either before the attacker can get started or by completely bypassing the assailant’s
attacking limb to strike him AS he is attacking.  Though I’ve taken as much care as possible to
convey this mode in action through facial gestures and the like, it is difficult, if not impossible, to
convey the intensity felt internally that drives me into the encounter.

Formal training exercises in developing your emotions as tools for self-defense, will help you
to get in touch with this emotional state so that you’ll better understand what must be present
while training.  In fact, EDR demands that you be able to call up these states during practice so
that they are linked, or encoded, onto the technique you’re attempting to learn.

This way, the entire response (physical technique, mental strategy, and emotional driver)
are internalized and imprinted on your subconscious mind.  All that will be necessary is for the
right prompters to be present and, like a seed in the presence of just the right amount of heat,
nutrients, and water, your body-mind defense systems will take over and provide the answer
you need with little to no action required on your part. 
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Slap Defense

As the defender feels the heat of a situation, he takes
up the committed mode’s fending position as the assailant
winds up for a damaging slap to the assailant’s head or
face.

Rather than waiting for the assailant’s attack, the
defender moves directly into the fight to jam the attacking
shoulder before the slap can get up to full power.  This
move requires especially good timing but, when under the
body’s natural drivers to “take charge” of the situation, it is
the perfect response for getting the assailant before he
can do any damage.

The force of the defender’s strike sends the
assailant back a step or two to contemplate his next
move.  To help the attacker make the ‘right’ decision,
the defender, angered by the situation, takes up a
posture that perfectly reflects his feelings and intent to
meet the assailant with aggression if needed.
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Kick Defense

Once again, the defender recognizes the assailant’s
intent to attack.  He takes up a committed-mode fending
position and prepares to intercept whatever the attacker
might throw at him.

As his body instinctively reacts to the kick to his groin
or midsection, the defender slips to the inside of the
kicking leg; simultaneously striking the sensitive bones at
the base of the shin and/or ankle.

As the assailant is taken off-balance, both physically
and mentally, by the pain from the punch to the leg, the
defender moves in decisively with a damaging strike to
the base of his attacker’s throat.  This strike with the
edge of his hand, should only be used when serious
action is required as it has the potential of seriously
damaging, or even killing, the person it is used on.
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Knife Slash Defense

From the committed fending posture, the defender
observes the attacker charging in with a knife.

Instead of trying to block or even back away from the
incoming attack, the defender takes direct action and,
riding the energy produced by his body’s natural adrenal
response to the attack, moves inside the arc of the
incoming slash.

The evasive action turns into a quick leap to gain as
much distance from the weapon and to carry the
defender past the assailant’s forward moving body.
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THE EVASIVE RESPONSE MODE

Probably the most prevalent feeling associated with the act of physical self-protection is the
feeling to completely evade or avoid the situation entirely.  If you remember our discussion
during the science of the 6 Phases of Self-Defense, escaping from the situation was several
levels before the need to actually deal with the assailant.

However, just because the altercation has become physical, the idea of evasion is by no
means out of the question.  In fact, we can, and should, rely on the act of evasion as well as
dealing with his incoming attacks.

As a general principle within the EDR philosophy, it is generally not a good idea to stand in
one place and use “karate-style” blocks to try to stop an assailant’s attacking limbs.  This is so
for a couple of reasons:

1) You are probably smaller, slower, or less skilled than your assailant (why else would they
have chosen to attack you?)

2) Unless you are cornered and have no other option in dealing with an attacking limb, it is
always safer to simply avoid it and move to a place where the danger ISN’T happening.

3) Even if the block is successful at stopping the strike from hitting its target, the energy from
the arm or leg is still transferred and has a good chance of knocking you off balance.

4) Physically blocking an incoming limb, whether effective or not, ties up one of your limbs
that you could be using for something else.  (If he throws two punches that tie up both of your
arms with blocks, what’s left to stop a follow-up knee or kick?)

A good EDR rule to remember is...

...BE WHERE THE DANGER ISN’T!

This is just as true and applicable before the attacker gets to you as it is when he is throwing
punches, grabs, and kicks. 

The important thing to remember, as with all of the EDR Response Modes, is that you
naturally slip into and out of these strategies and responses from moment-to-moment again and
again each day.  Whether we’re ducking punches and kicks or sidestepping that “kamikaze
mom” with the baby buggy who’s not watching where she’s going at the mall, evasion is
evasion.

And, in the Evasive Response Mode, we would no sooner stop the baby buggy and kick the
kid in the eye or jump over it to unload our adrenal response on the inattentive mother than we
would directly confront an assailant when there is an easier path to safety.

To further drive home this idea, perhaps you can remember a time when you were being
verbally attacked by someone and your response was to simply throw your arms up or out and
say, “Hey, whatever,” or, “I don’t care, do what you want.”
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Under the influence of the “flight” response of the Evasive Mode, we seek to completely
avoid the confrontation if it hasn’t yet begun, or to escape it quickly if it has.  We don’t want to
fight and may even find ourselves saying this exact same thing to our aggressor.

Here are some examples that the “flight” response under the influence of the Evasive
Response Mode might take.  As a natural response to danger, the actions created by the mind
cause the body to instinctively...

1) Move away from the danger...

2) Use open, apparently “surrendering” body language to convey submission, and...

3) Create quick, light, almost “slippery” movements to evade and “flank” the assailant’s
advances.

Much like the Defensive Response Mode, when used properly in conjunction with
awareness of surroundings, this emotional state is also used to create much-needed time and
space between you and your assailant.  It is very adaptive and can appear to have an increased
level of speed in the mind and eyes of the attacker.

In this mode, we want as much space between ourselves and the source of the danger.  We
want to have the necessary time to escape completely if necessary.  And, we want to stay out of
reach of the assailant’s attacking limbs.

As an analogy of how this Mode operates, we can remember watching a comedy on TV or in
a movie where someone is trying to kick or knock down a door.  But, at the precise instant that
their body is to slam into it, someone opens the door.  We watch as the attacker feels the
overcompensation from expecting resistance and finds themselves reeling out-of-control
towards the floor.

Another example would be of the Bullfighters who bait their opponent with their red cloth.
The bull is attracted to the movement of the material so the bullfighter has to be brave enough
to wait for the precise moment to move the cloth.  This is the opening they need to attack the
bull.

The feeling in the Evasive Mode is likened to that of the door or the bullfighter’s cloth.
Because of the distance created, there are both advantages and disadvantages that require a
fairly proficient sense of timing.  The advantage to taking up a distance that requires the
assailant to really reach to get you is that...

...you have more time to see him come and what he will be attacking with.

The disadvantage to this tactic is that, because of your increased distance from him...

...he has more time to see you move if you go too soon.

As a physical example, we could see ourselves being confronted by a larger opponent who
reaches out to shove us backwards.  Instead of trying to block the moving arm, we simply move
out of the way, turning as we do so, so that we simultaneously evade the attack AND position
ourselves to be able to counter against his now exposed targets.
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Just as with the previous modes, the Evasive Response Mode can be used to handle a
verbal assault (or any conversation that you don’t want to have to deal with for that matter).
Instead of buying into your opponent’s story or issue - instead of having to give answers that
you know will go no where or will only feed the situation more - simply avoid answering them
altogether.

Just because another person is acting in a certain way, doesn’t mean that you have to follow
suit.  Remember what your parents always said, “If Johnny Jones jumped off a cliff, would you
follow him?”

Remember how much you hated that question?

When under the influence of this emotional state, you feel the pressure of your attacker’s
advances and a desire to “get out of there.”  You don’t care what all the fuss is about.  You don’t
care how or why he or she picked you.

The only thing that’s important is avoiding and escaping.

The following examples show some basic EDR defenses against attacks using this Evasive
Response Mode.  Notice how the defender is slipping the attack to either deliver his own
damaging attacks from the assailant’s blind spots or taking advantage of escape routes to get
away from the attacker altogether.

Single-Hand Shove Defense

From the Natural posture, the defender recognizes the
assailant’s intent to attack.  Rather than react too soon,
however; he chooses to wait.  This way, he can see
exactly what the assailant’s strategy is and what he needs
to do to avoid it.

As soon as the
attacker’s shove becomes apparent, the defender,
unwilling to meet the attack head-on, easily slips to the
outside of the incoming arm.  As he avoids the shove, he
simultaneously raises his left hand to deliver a distracting
strike to the assailant’s forward-moving head.
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As the assailant is knocked backwards by the strike,
the defender follows with a head-twisting counter which
ties up the attacker and forces him even farther
off-balance.

Continuing with the attacker’s body, the
defender spins completely around, carrying the
assailant’s body back and into the wall behind him.
The defender continues to stay close and control
the attacker’s body, perhaps even delivering some
damaging strikes, as he falls along the wall
towards the ground.

2-Hand Choke Defense

From the natural posture, the defender observes the
attacker initiating a grabbing attack.
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Too late for a quick response, the defender’s is caught
by the assailant’s throat-crushing attack.

As the
defender’s body

naturally turns to relieve the crushing pressure on the
throat, he weaves his arm over and under the assailant’s
attacking arms.

With a quick rotation of the torso, with the help of the
legs, the defender levers the attacker’s arms off of their
mark.  The defender continues to parry the attacker’s
arms to the side, turning the assailant away and off
balance.

Still using the
natural power inherent in his own body movement, the
defender turns back while pulling on the assailant’s
clothing at the shoulder.  He finishes the move with a
stomping kick to the back of his opponent’s knee
causing the attacker’s leg to crumble.  From here, it’s an
easy job for the defender to pull his aggressor
completely off-balance and send him crashing to the
floor.
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Evasive Slap (or Hooking Punch) Defense

From the evasive posture, the defender waits for the
perfect moment to move in against the assailant’s slap or
hooking punch to his head or face.

Using his body movement, the defender easily slips
inside the incoming arm and strikes the sensitive nerves
and muscles on the inside of the assailant’s upper arm.

Grabbing the soft skin of the upper arm and pulling
straight down, the defender takes the assailant by
complete surprise.  The pain and sudden force against
the attacker’s skin and shoulder causes him to collapse
to the ground, giving the defender the much-needed time
to escape to safety.
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POSITIONS OF SAFETY

Lets back up a moment and take a look at some strategies that fit into the fifth phase of the
6 Phases of Self-Defense.  The Phase on “Dissuading the Assailant from Continuing.”
Remember?

Remember how I said that each Responsive Mode in EDR is based on a natural, emotional
driver that affects the body and its systems in unique ways?  It’s true.  The psycho-emotional
drivers fired through synapse and then triggering the release of protein-chains called
neurotransmitters, communicate with the autonomic nervous system in such a way that, try as
you might, you can’t control in another direction.  What you can learn to do is to...

...recognize these drivers and their automatic response cues in the body so that you can
“go-with-the-flow” and respond in harmony with your body’s own natural defense mechanisms.

In this section we’ll be exploring some basics within EDR that allow you to, not only respond
in accordance with your body’s natural triggers to the unique situation in which you find yourself,
but...

...we’ll also look at the power of integrating both body language and the power of the spoken
word to subconsciously communicate with the assailant.

The importance of body language, as well as the tone, control, and inflection qualities and
characteristics of your speech patterns cannot be overlooked if you are to take full advantage of
your own innate ability to protect yourself from danger.

Remember that, human beings have been evolving and adapting to our environments for
survival for several millennia.  From Neanderthal, through Cro Magnon, and up through the
centuries, man has had to hold his own against, not only the forces of nature but, the possibility
of becoming food for larger, stronger, and more aggressive beasts.

And, even though time would say that we are thousands of years from the cave, our defense
triggers have not outgrown the need to respond in the same way they did for our ancestors.
This is as true for the way we read danger in the way another person positions their body as it
does for the way we hear much more than the words spoken in a conversation.

Scientists have determined that only about 7% of what we communicate is contained in the
words we use.  Only 7%!  We actually communicate much more through tone and inflection -
about thirty percent - than with the actual words.

And, over 50% of our message is communicated through body language - everything from
how we position our limbs and torso, to the expressions and movements made by our facial
muscles and eyes.  So, it’s much more important as to “how” you say something than the actual
words used to say it.

This is a very important principle in EDR and forms the foundation of a powerful first line of
defense.  The very idea that we can and do influence our world through body language and
vocal tone is a powerful part of the EDR basic program.  After all, if you can communicate in a
way that makes the attacker either not appear (he chooses someone else), or change his mind
before getting physical, then...
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...you won’t have as a great a need for self-defense techniques (and dealing with the legal
system after the fact!)

WORDS AND ACTIONS...

It’s funny.  I talk about something with my senior students, as-well-as my peers who teach
self-defense, that comes up all the time.

Regardless of whether I’m teaching a new student at the academy or a group of seminar
participants, there’s always one subject that is demanded more than anything else.  Know what
that is?

Right... Techniques!

Everyone wants to know some cool moves - they want to learn to run before they learn to
walk.

Well, here we are.  It’s time to talk about - you guessed it... Techniques.

But, what about the stuff in the last section.  Weren’t they techniques?

Yes.  They were examples of possibilities that might come up during a self-defense situation
when under the influence of, and using the strategies that come out of, each of EDR’s
Response Modes.

But, what was missing in each example?

What did I say was missing - that was difficult if not impossible for the camera to pick up and
communicate?

Feelings, right?  The very crux the EDR system is built on.

Emotions.

I overheard a friend describing emotions once, in the context of our ninjutsu martial arts
training where the “feeling” is never stressed enough.  He suggested that the word “emotion”
could be written as...

... “E-motion.”

Any physics majors out there?  What does the “E” represent, as in Einstein’s famous
equation “E=mc2”?

Right again.  E = “Energy.”  So emotions could be seen as E-motion or, Energy-in-motion.

Which is a perfect way of looking at this subject.  You see, since we human beings operate
from the inside-out, our bodies are the outward sign or manifestation of what’s going on in our
head and heart.
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Remember the “feel-think-do” formula that we discussed earlier?  In our day-to-day activities
we have an emotional response (a feeling) about something, which is then filtered through our
minds for options based on knowledge and past experience, and finally we go into action in
response to the original input.  Though it takes far less time, about 1/200 of a second to process
all of that, to know that it’s operating is a giant step forward in being able to program (or in many
cases, to re-program) our responses to provide us with what we need to bring about a
successful outcome.

It is here, in our words and actions, those things that we produce from the inner workings of
our mind to influence the world that tell others around who know what to look for...

...what’s going on inside.

The trick is to be authentic and, unlike most people in the world today, to operate with
honesty.  Instead of harboring certain thoughts which we TRY to keep hidden while speaking
words that say something different - instead of saying one thing and doing another - we think,
act, and speak with one truth.

Here’s an example of how this works for most people...

I might not like change but, to sound more enlightened, I might speak in a way that tells
other people to accept change - actually saying or alluding to the fact that that’s how I operate.
But, when I experience change, I act in a way that shows resistance to it and perhaps even
react with anger and resentment.

In fact, a lot of social etiquette requires that we operate this way.  We’re fascinated by the
cripple in the wheelchair but told not to stare or say anything by our parents.  We’re told it would
be rude.  But, we can’t help staring whenever we think no one is looking.

We’re also told not to talk about people behind their backs as this is also rude.  But, even
from the earliest of childhood, we recall our parents and other teachers who provided these
lessons actually talking about “the cripple in the wheelchair” behind his back.

Now, I’m not saying that this is good or bad, as I’m sure that much of it is designed to
maintain peace and keep people from walking around offending others all day.  If you really
want to know what I think about the subject, you’ll have to come to one of my mind-science
programs or take me aside to ask the next time you see me.

However, when we’re dealing with the chaos, aggression, and confusion already inherent in
a self-defense situation, the last thing that we need is for our own systems to be at odds with
one another.  So, in EDR, it is vitally important in the earliest stages of the training, that you get
a firm grip on the concept of being authentic and allowing your body, mind, and emotions to
work as they were designed to work...

...as a TEAM.

In this light, the concepts of body language and the use of our voice are important basics for
the new EDR student.  The ability to communicate your intention and motivation very clearly to
your attacker before the limbs start flying is a vital key in ending many altercations before they
have a chance to become violent.
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To do this, EDR uses certain basic body postures, coupled with defensive words that match
each of the Response Modes.  In order to understand these postures or poses, it is important
that the student first understand what we discussed earlier about the feel-think-do formula and
the way we human beings respond from the emotions first.

In training, it will become necessary for you to go about learning your techniques in much
the same way that an actor goes about their task of preparing for an upcoming movie.  They are
required to not only memorize lines (we’ve seen those movies and actors!), but to think about
and “feel” into the character they are going to “become.”

The same is true for the student of EDR.  To truly encode your mind/body systems to
respond with the material that you’re learning, the way that you’ve learned it...

...is to combine the most effective Learning method (do-think-feel) with the knowledge of
how we operate day-to-day (feel-think-do).

What we end up with is a certain sense of “role-playing” during training where we “feel” into
our role as attacker or defender and communicate to our partner the intentions that either they
as defender or attacker will be conveying in a real-world encounter.

Let’s examine four of these mind-body-spirit attitudes or Responsive Postures, one
representing each Mode in the basic program, that make up the key components of the EDR
system.

The ‘Natural Posture’

As a representation of the Confident Mode, the Natural Posture is one of relaxed calm.  This
posture represents our most natural positioning when standing in our everyday lives.  Since we
will most likely be standing or walking when we are attacked (other scenarios are covered in
advanced certification programs), this posture is the one that
is learned first.

The Natural posture is different from the average person’s
“just standing there” positioning.  The truth is that little
attention or instruction is given to human beings on how to
properly stand or walk after about the first or second year of
life.  Unless someone enters training to become a dancer,
gymnast, or martial artist, they are left to their own ability to
“fight with gravity” as they go through their lives.

Take a look at the picture of the Natural Posture.  Looks
kind of boring doesn’t it?  And yet this basic, natural,
unassuming posture is, what we would call our “ready
position” in EDR.

Contrary to most martial arts who have a ready stance
similar to the one in the accompanying photograph, EDR
avoids the teaching of conflicting messages.  I say conflicting
because, in all of the martial arts and self-defense programs
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that I went through before finding my Ninjutsu teachers, every one of them had a ready position
that was similar to this one.

So what’s the problem?

The problem was that, while being taught to stand in this
position, I was also taught to look directly into the attacker’s
eyes and say, “I don’t want to fight!”

Look at the picture again.  How does it make you feel as
an observer.  What kind of thoughts do you have about this
person?

Now, imagine that he’s looking at you from that posture
and saying, “I don’t want to fight!”

Would you believe him?

Of course not!

It’s no wonder that martial artists, even those attempting
to talk their way out of fights, find themselves right in the
middle of the violence they sought to avoid.  The attacker
may hear the words you’re using, but...

...he has no doubt about what it is that you’re saying!

Remember: The spoken word only accounts for 7% of our message when we communicate.

So, what’s the difference between “just standing there” and the Natural Posture?  What
makes this a ready position, even without the combat pose is...

...awareness.

Using the picture on the previous page as a guide, here is how to get into, and find, the
Natural Posture for you.

Begin by standing with your feet about shoulder width apart.  You don’t want them too wide
as this will hinder easy movement, nor do you want them too close as this will present a balance
problem.

The knees should be slightly bent so that you feel the thigh muscles working.  The body is
square forward with the arms hanging relaxed at the sides.  The eyes are looking forward but
not staring at any single target.  The trick is to relax your focus so that you can pick up
movement and activity within the full scope of your peripheral vision.

While in this posture, the breathing is long, deep, and slow - both during the inhaling and
exhaling phases of the breath.  The weight is felt low in the body - in the hips and seat - and
there is a general feeling of “this is my space - I’m in charge.”
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What you’re doing is recreating the same position that your body places itself into when you
are calm, relaxed, and stressed free.  You DO know what THAT condition feels like, don’t you?!

As a way to practice the Confident Response Mode as a dissuasive tactic (Phase 5) against
an approaching attacker, we can calmly watch them approach and before they can get into
range to launch an attack, we...

...raise one hand as though we were a police officer
stopping traffic (palm out in front of you)

...and saying in a calm, deep, and commanding
voice, “STOP!”

You’ll know when you’re Natural Posture is Correct
and on-balance when you can use it to move into and
out of each of EDR’s other Defensive Postures.

The ‘Defensive Posture’

The natural response posture driven by the Defensive Response Mode, is formed as the
body instinctively recoils away from impending danger.  This posture represents our innermost
drive to reposition and cover our targets against attack
as-well-as the body’s need to create distance.

If we were to observe how many people respond to
being startled or even threatened with attack, we see this
natural response being carried out as the victim turns
sideways to the attack and brings the arms and hands up
as barriers against incoming limbs and other weapons.  If
the victim is completely overwhelmed by the situation, the
may even freeze in place and close their eyes tightly to
mentally escape from the violence of the situation.

Take a look at the picture of the Defensive Posture.
Looks kind of like the standard martial arts ready position
we looked earlier, doesn’t it.  And yet it functions quite
differently.
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To avoid being compressed into a form that restricts
movement or putting up with the feeling of overwhelm that
drives the defensive response, we allow the body to move
away from the danger.  As we move away from an
incoming assailant, we find that the distance actually
eases the pressure we feel and allows our minds to clear
enough to observe the attacker’s actions.

Remember that distance equals time.  Rather, the
amount of distance determines the amount of time we
have.  So, a basic idea in EDR is that...

...he or she who controls the distance, controls the
situation.

Look at the picture again of the Defensive Posture.
Can you get an idea of how the defender feels by the way
he is almost hiding behind his arms, and yet he is not
hindered by them.  Can you get a sense of how he feels -
how he would have to feel - to look like that.

This is a very important concept when training in EDR.  We have to role-play - get into
character - and pretend that we’re not dealing with a fellow training partner but rather an actual
assailant.  This “becoming” the victim/defender works to trigger some of the same responses
that will actually come up in a real-world assault.  And, if we’re to make sure that our techniques
are internalized - that they’re encoded in both our subconscious AND our muscle memory, we
have to give ourselves the full experience, just as we fully experience a play or football game.

Again, using the picture as a guide, here is how to get into and find the Defensive Posture
for you.

Begin by standing in the Natural Posture.  From here, we will need to recreate that tightness
or “butterfly” feeling in your gut when you’re anxious or nervous.  You can do this physically by
simply pulling your belly button back toward your spine.  If possible, you can also play a trick on
your own mind and pretend that, even if your partner touches you, you will die.

This point cannot be overlooked as the tightening of your stomach muscles - an autonomic
response to danger that pulls the ribcage down to cover the life-sustaining organs - will affect
how the other muscles and joints work during a defensive encounter.  Failing to properly train in
this way will result in your feeling hindered, off-balance, or in-your-own-way during an attack
situation.

Trust me, your techniques will already be rough around the edges due to the release of
adrenaline and other chemicals to your muscles, you must know and be prepared for, at least to
some extent, what it will feel like to move around under these conditions.
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**As you imagine the approach of a larger, more aggressive assailant, allow your knees to
bend for increased stability and, moving from the midsection, fall away from the danger allowing
your body to turn sideways as you do so.  The arms should come up to cover targets and
provide a “safe-zone” between yourself and your assailant.

The picture on the previous page shows an emotional response
with the hands turned palm-out almost as-if to push the assailant
away.  Variations on this posture usually involve the rear hand
which can be raised overhead as a fist to warn the attacker or at the
belt level as though going for a clip knife or handgun.

While in this posture, the breathing
is usually executed with long, deep
inhalations, followed by quick, short,
powerful exhalations.  The weight is felt
low in the torso - in the lower abdomen
- with most of the weight (about 70%)
on the rear leg.  In addition, the general
feeling in this mode is one of  “Whoa!

Hold it!”  Or, “Oh, no you don’t.”

As a way to practice the Defensive Response Mode as a
dissuasive tactic (Phase 5) against an approaching assailant, we
can watch them approach and recognize the building of anxiety and
a desire to not get hit or damaged.  Before they can move into
range to launch an attack, we...

...fall back into this position, creating much needed time
and space between us and them (palms out in front of you)

...and saying in a loud, deep, and decisive voice, “NO!”

You’ll know when your Defensive Posture is Correct and on-balance when you can move
around in it, as well as being able to move from it to any of the other EDR postures.

The ‘Intercepting Posture’

The posture used in the Committed Response Mode is called the Intercepting Posture and
is taken up as the body is driven forward in an attempt to ‘intercept’ an incoming threat.  This
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posture represents our innermost drive to “get there first” and stop the attack before it ever has
a chance to reach us.

If you can remember a time when you were so frightened or overcome with anger that, at
any moment, you would feel the need to cut-and-run or to confront the source of your anger with
all that you had at your disposal, you’ll easily understand the drive behind this posture.

In fact, when we think about the times when we were angry or scared, it’s difficult to
remember anything else about the situation.  We are so overcome with the emotional drive to
“fight” or “flee” that we lose sight of much of what is going on around us.

Take a look at the picture of the Intercepting Posture.  Looks kind
of like what you might expect as a martial arts or boxing stance,
doesn’t it.  In fact, it’s very similar to what the old-style bare-knuckle
boxers used to use before the modern day boxing glove.

To avoid being overwhelmed by a larger or faster attacker - rather
than allowing ourselves to be in a position of defensive retreat or to
get cornered with nowhere to go, we allow the body to move directly
into the danger.  As we move into an incoming assailant with direct
committed resolve, we find that we are actually stealing much of the
distance that our assailant needs for his own attack.

Remember what we discussed earlier - that distance equals time?
Remember the basic EDR philosophy that...

...he or she who controls the distance, controls the situation?

In contrast to the drivers in the Defensive Mode that force us
back, thereby creating time; the forces behind the Committed Mode
work to pull you directly into the space needed by your attacker,
stealing it before he can use it to gain the upper hand.

Look again at the picture of the Intercepting Posture.  Can you get an idea of how the
defender feels by the way he is almost leaning in to catch the assailant off-guard?  Can you get
a sense of how you would feel - how you would have to feel - to be in a position like that?

There is another very important concept when training with these
defensive postures in EDR.  The idea is that we are not “doing” or
“performing” the posture so much as they are being created from the
inside out.  Rather than being artificial “forms” or learned “stances”
as seen throughout many of the martial arts, the EDR defensive
postures come into being as a reflection of how we feel as we relate
to our assailant’s energy at that precise moment in time.  We
“become” the posture more than we “do” the posture.

Do you understand?  It’s the same as when we’re “being”
anything else in life.
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Have you ever “done” anger, or do you “become” angry?  Has a friend ever said to you
about another person, “Look, he’s doing anger”?

Of course not!  They say, “He’s angry.”  In this instance, the person in question IS his state
or condition.  Bob = angry.  Our emotions are physiological states of being, not actions being
done.

If you asked what Bob was doing, and someone answered, “He’s running,” that’s one thing.
Bob is performing a physical action with his body.  Something that resulted from a conscious
thought.

On the other hand, it would sound strange, in response to your question about what Bob is
doing to hear, “He’s being angry.”  If Bob were angry, we are more likely to hear that Bob is
yelling, or throwing things, etc.  The reason for these things is Bob’s state of mind - he’s angry.

Interesting?  I hope so.

Refer to the picture of the Intercepting Posture as a guide as you read how to get into and
find the Intercepting Posture for you.

Begin by standing in the Natural Posture.  From here, we will need to recreate that swelling
in the solar plexus - in the mid-torso, right behind and below the tip of your breastbone - and the
sense of urgency that you get when you are fully committed to something.  Remembering a time
when you were playing a fast-paced sport, were late for something important, or excited about
starting something, will help you to get into the “spirit” of the moment.

Remember: The overall feeling is one of, “get-him-BEFORE-he gets-you!

It’s not a matter of “last one there is a rotten egg,” but rather...

...”last one there...DIES!

Just as with the Defensive Posture, this point cannot be overlooked as the expansion of
your chest - an autonomic response to stress that makes you appear bigger and stronger to
others - will affect how the other muscles and joints work during an aggressive encounter.

The point here is NOT to pretend with this stuff so that it will happen when you’re in a
self-defense situation.  You don’t have to pretend to make it happen.  The point is that...

...IT WILL HAPPEN...whether you want it to or not!

You have no choice in the matter.  At least in the early stages.

You will not choose the Committed Mode, any more than you will choose any of the others.
You’re own natural defense mechanism, operating at subconscious and unconscious levels...

...will make the choice for you!

You are training this way so that you can become comfortable in this state and learn
techniques and tactics that work well when you’re here.  In a defense situation, you only have to
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recognize the state you’re in - to “know where you are” - to be in familiar territory - and you’ll be
able to remember your techniques without “remembering” them.

To take up the Intercepting Posture, imagine the approach of a
larger, more aggressive assailant, much like you did in the
preceding exercise.  Focusing on the feeling of “go-for-it”, allow your
knees to bend for increased stability and, moving from the
solar-plexus as though being pulled to him, fall into the space
between yourself and the attacker.  The movement is quick and light
and has an aggressive “beat-him-to-the punch” feel to it.  While
moving in, simultaneously allow your body to turn slightly sideways
(about 30 - 45 degrees) as you do so.  The arms swing up into place
and provide a “safe-zone” between yourself and your assailant.

The picture shows an emotional response with the hands turned
palm-out almost as-if to push the assailant away.  Variations on this
posture can involve and include holding the hands as fists, as well
as the inclusion of a weapon like a knife in the leading hand.

While in this posture, the breathing is usually short, quick, and
light, both during inhaling and exhaling.  The weight is felt centered
in the torso - with the weight evenly distributed across both feet for
ease of movement in any direction.  In addition, the general feeling
in this mode is one of  “Hey!  Out of my way!”

As a way to practice the Intercepting Response
Mode as a dissuasive tactic (Phase 5) against an
approaching assailant, we can watch them approach
and recognize the building of anxiety and a desire to
get them first.  Before they can move into range to
launch an attack, we...

...quickly move forward into this position, stealing
the time needed to carry out their strategy and forcing
them into a defensive mode and a need to rethink the
situation.

...and saying in a quick, commanding, and
explosive voice, “Hey!”
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You will know when your Intercepting Posture is correct and on-balance when you can move
easily in any direction as-well-as being able to move between it and the other EDR postures.

The ‘Evasive Posture’

The natural response posture driven by the Evasive Response Mode, is formed as the body
instinctively attempts to avoid or sidestep danger.  This posture represents our innermost drive
to communicate our desire to avoid conflict entirely while actually positioning the limbs for
defensive action should they be needed.

My more astute students recognize that this posture looks too open and therefor a hazard to
the defender.  “All of his targets are open,” they say.  “Where is his cover that you always talk
about?”

If we were to again observe how some people respond
when threatened with attack, even if the assault is nothing more
than a verbal one, we see this natural response being carried
out as the victim physically, mentally, or emotionally retreats
and attempts to disengage from the situation.  Often, the
physical sign, as in this posture, is the arms being thrown up or
out in apparent surrender.

We talked a bit about this position earlier as a means from
which to communicate that we didn’t want to fight.  Remember?
We discussed how EDR reconciles the mixed messages sent
by many people who’ve learned a martial art or self-defense
method that requires that they take up a threatening pose with
their body while trying to convince the assailant that they “don’t
want to fight.”

The cover, or protection afforded by this posture is not in the limbs or other body parts.
Rather it is the positioning of the entire body out of a comfortable reach for the assailant,
thereby making it necessary for him to overextend his reach if he really wants to hurt you.  The
other benefit, one that is vitally important to the overall EDR strategy, is to insure that the body
language matches the verbal message that we don’t want to fight.

Take a look at the picture of the Evasive Posture.  Of all the postures contained within EDR,
this one appears the most alien or unorthodox to most martial arts and self-defense
practitioners.  And yet, it is a perfect reflection of the emotional need to avoid conflict that drives
it.  After all...

...only a FOOL, or someone who REALLY knows what they’re doing, would take up such a
stance!

But, when we take a closer look at this very powerful and effective posture, everything is in
accordance with the internal message.  The body is pulled away from the assailant’s reach; the
arms are outstretched and as far away as the rest of the targets (so he can’t reach these any
easier than any other target); the hands are flat to the assailant showing truth, honesty, and
“surrender.”
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Think about the gasp the accompanies the feeling of
surprise; how this act lifts the body weight and moves
the center of motion and emotion to the center of the
chest - taking the weight off of the feet to allow for
easier movement.  Also think about the playful nature
well also exhibit, feinting from side to side in an attempt
to confuse a friend we might be playing a game of tag
with.  These are all qualities of this evasive, avoiding
nature that literally takes over our entire thoughts,
words, and actions to respond, moment-to-moment, to
the world around us.

Look at this picture again of the Evasive Posture from an
earlier technique.  Can you get a feel for the defender’s thoughts
and actions by the way he is using slippery movements to
completely avoid the assailant’s tactics?  Can you see how the
once outstretched arms really create a box within which to keep
the assailant’s movements - arms that, once non-threatening -
become weapons that envelop and control the attacker as the
range closes and he is flanked by the circular, evasive footwork?

Using the picture on the previous page as a guide, follow
these instructions to get into and find the Evasive Posture for
you.

Begin by standing in the Natural Posture.  From here, we will need to recreate that pressure
in the center of the chest that occurs either from a surprise-induced gasp or from the movement
of the arms and shoulders as we lift our arms in a sign of noninvolvement - like when you throw
your arms up or out as if to say “I don’t know,” or “I don’t care” with your body language.

Just as with the other postures, the position of your chest and shoulder muscles, combined
with a higher center of movement in the body, will have an effect on how everything else in your
body works while in this state.  Not understanding basic physiological dynamics, is one of the
reasons that many of those offering self-defense lessons cannot teach you what you need to
know - even those who are well-intentioned.

You only need to think of times when you were under this, or any of the other basic
emotional states.  Whether it’s the heavy, “Don’t want to move,” feeling of the relaxed, confident
mode when you’re just relaxing watching TV, or the side-to-side swaying - knot-in-your-gut -
responses triggered from the anxious or nervousness of the defensive mode.  And, just as the
passionate drive of the committed mode pulls you forward to hug a loved-one or confront
someone directly, this state takes over your being as your body works to pull you away from
danger and out of the situation completely.

To take up a proper Evasive Posture, you can imagine an assailant approaching directly at
you from the front.  Taking a quick, gasping breath in that stops in the upper chest, you feel your
body lift and pull back a bit.  Allowing your knees to bend for increased stability and lifting your
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arms up and out like a kite in the wind, fall away from the danger with a few small steps -
opening your feet a little farther than shoulder-width - allowing your body to remain flat to the
attacker as you do so.  When actually working with a partner, they should not be able to easily
reach you.

The picture shows an emotional response with the hands
turned palm-out.  As a body language cue, this communicates
“trust” and tells the assailant on a very subconscious level that he
or she can believe you when you say, “I don’t want any trouble.”  

Though the typical posture has the arms outstretched to the
sides, variations on it can include the hands being fanned out
and down at an angle or even lifted high, depending on whether
or not weapons are involved or you are trying to protect others
such as small children.

While in this posture, the breathing usually involves quick, shallow inhalations, followed by
long, controlled exhalations.  The weight is felt high in the torso - behind the breastbone - with
the weight evenly distributed on each foot.  In addition, the general feeling in this mode is one of
 “I don’t want to fight”

As a way to practice the Evasive Response Mode as a dissuasive tactic (Phase 5) against
an approaching assailant, we can watch them approach and recognize the feeling to stay out of
their reach and escape the situation entirely.  Before they can move into range to launch an
attack, we...

...fall back into this position, creating much needed
time and space between us and them (palms out and
pointing at them)

...and saying in a low, soft (almost compassionate),
voice, “I don’t want to fight.”

You’ll know when your Evasive Posture is correct and on-balance when you can move
around in it, as well as being able to move from it to any of the other EDR postures.
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THE TRIGGER IS AUTOMATIC

Remember, these are not just tactics or techniques to be memorized.  They are scientifically
sound ways of moving the body...

...based on what the body is ALREADY doing under the conditions of the situation you are
in.

We no sooner “pick” the posture or strategy to use at
this level, than we can determine how we’ll feel about a
person, place, or thing until we’re actually there with it.  I
hope you get this.

Training in self-defense, if it is to be effective, must
follow the same learning curve that we go through when
learning anything else that is based on experience and not
memorized book work like in school.  Theory is just that,
and just because a theory SOUNDS good, doesn’t make it
so.

After all, the common viewpoint has said that many things were true over the centuries, up
to and including today.  And, it has taken brave souls, individuals who were willing to look and
really SEE what was going on, to point out that...

...the world is NOT flat...

...the Sun does not rise and set (it only looks that way)...

...man CAN fly...

...those large, earlier, high-powered cell phones cooked your brain when you used them,
and...

...self-defense should be taught based on your body’s own automatic triggers and natural
responses to danger.

But, as with all things, you must be the determining factor in what you will do from here.
And, this is how it should be.

You have a brain.  We’ve talked only a little bit about what part of it is wired to do.  The other
ability that you have is to...

...MAKE UP YOUR ON MIND.

You have the ability to ignore...

...what THEY say.  Whoever THEY are.

And the ability to go along with the status quo and...

...hope they’re right.
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You also have the ability to get up off of your butt and actually BEGIN the actual training
itself, or continue, like most, to read and talk about it.

That’s not true.  That wouldn’t be like most.

Most people don’t want to think about it.  They feel safer that way.  “Why” do they feel safer
not thinking about it?  It’s one less thing to worry about in their self-generated “busy lives.”

“How” can they feel safer when the examples of the same danger that can touch them is all
around them?  Simple...

...By NOT thinking about, or looking at it, they won’t have an emotional response triggered
within their brain.  Remember?

No defense trigger means no negative feeling that they will have to pay attention to and do
something about.

My hope is that you are not like “one of them.”  That you see your own self-value in the
world.  That you see your value in the lives of others who want and need you to be there.

But, you must ultimately do this for yourself.
No one else can do it for you.  The choice is
yours.

But, then again, in Today’s violent world...

...Self-Defense in no longer a choice...

...IT’S A RESPONSIBILITY!
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